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Doug Murdoch
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= INVENTION
THE CHOICE OF WORKING PROFESSIONALS
Great customer service from @thinkTANKphoto getting parts to me ASAP.

A grommet on my Credential Holder came out...they sent me a new one without any delay...That's a company that cares about their customers...I will be a customer for life.

thank you Think Tank Photo for the replacement thin skin pouch sent last month, your customer service is stellar!

A huge thank you to THINK TANK PHOTO for the amazing level support as well as great products, replacement handle to the rescue less than 24 hours after calling in while traveling.
Test Drive program allows photographers to “try before they buy.”
Over 800 participants worldwide.
3/2005

Backpacks specifically designed for travel though airports
Airport Addicted Backpack
Airport Acceleration Backpack
Airport Antidote Backpack
4/2006

Backpack with patented rotation feature enables gear access without removing pack
Rotation 360° Backpack
2/2007

Rain cover pre-mounts on lens hood for rapid deployment
Hydrophobia 300-600mm
6/2008

Photo backpack that expands and contracts
Shape Shifter Backpack
4/2009

“Rotate or Lock Modular System” allows components to rotate or lock in position on belt
Modular Components
8/2005

“Sound Silencer” system allows hook and loop sound to be switched on and off
Skin Pouches
3/2009

Asymmetrically-shaped bags for DLSRs with “pop down” expansion
Digital Holsters

Shoulder bags reinvented to “disguise” contents
Urban Disguise Shoulder Bags
5/2008

Rolling camera bags that maximize space for carry-on
Airport Security
Airport International
Airport Airstream
9/2006

FOUNDED 2005
2007
2009
2011
**Ultimate portable editing station**  
Pixel Sunscreen  
*6/2010*

**4-wheel rolling camera bag**  
Four-Sight Rolling Camera Bag  
*11/2012*

**Bags designed specifically for Mirrorless camera systems**  
Mirrorless Movers  
*2/2014*

**Industry's smallest and lightest rolling camera bag sized for regional plane carry-on**  
Airport Advantage Rolling Camera Bag  
*8/2017*

**Pilot's case with top open access to 2 camera bodies**  
Airport Navigator Rolling Camera Bag  
*7/2012*

**Backpack designed specifically for Mirrorless camera systems**  
Urban Approach Backpack  
*2/2015*

**Roller carries fully assembled video system**  
Video Rig Roller  
*2/2016*

**Rain covers for immediate protection in emergencies**  
Emergency Rain Cover  
*6/2018*

**Suspension system designed specifically for carrying tripods**  
Tripod Suspension Kit  
*10/2019*

**Backpack with quick access on sides and rear**  
Urban Access Backpack  
*3/2019*
AIRPORT SECURITY™ V3.0
SKU: 730572

Our largest carry-on rolling camera bag – holds up to a 600mm f/4 lens and smaller mounted lenses.

KEY FEATURES
• Meets most International and U.S. domestic carry-on requirements*
• Dedicated laptop pocket fits up to 15” laptop

WHAT FITS
2 gripped DSLRs, 600mm f/4 unattached or 500 f/4 attached and smaller lenses

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13” W x 21” H x 7–8” D (33 x 53.3 x 17.8–20.3 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14” W x 22” H x 9” D (35.6 x 55.9 x 22.9 cm)

TABLET COMPARTMENT:
9.4” W x 10” H x 0.5” D (24 x 25.5 x 1.3 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
11.4” W x 16.1” H x 1.2” D (29 x 41 x 3 cm)

WEIGHT:
11.1–12.9 lbs (5–5.8 kg)**

**Check with your airline for current carry-on requirements
*** Laptop and tablet may expand exterior dimensions of the roller.

See Roller Bag Gear Guide on pages 23–24

AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL™ V3.0
SKU: 730563

International carry-on size roller with advanced security features, holds up to a 500mm f/4.

KEY FEATURES
• Meets most International and U.S. domestic carry-on requirements*
• Dedicated laptop pocket fits up to 15” laptop

WHAT FITS
Holds up to a 500mm f/4 lens unattached, 3–5 small lenses, 2 gripped DSLR bodies

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13” W x 18.5” H x 6.5–7.5” D (33 x 47 x 16.5–19.1 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14” W x 21” H x 8” D (35.6 x 53.3 x 20.3 cm)

TABLET COMPARTMENT:
9.4” W x 10” H x 0.5” D (24 x 25.5 x 1.3 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
10.6” W x 15” H x 1.2” D (27 x 38 x 3 cm)

WEIGHT:
9.6–11.5 lbs (4.4–5.2 kg)**

AIRPORT TAKEOFF™ V2.0
SKU: 730499

When the terrain becomes uneven, simply convert the Airport TakeOff V2.0 to a backpack so you can carry your gear to the location. Sized to meet the needs of a travelling professional.

KEY FEATURES
• Integrated backpack straps with comfortable shoulder harness and back panel padding
• Specially designed interior maximizes gear capacity for carry-on yet still meets most U.S. domestic and international airline carry-on requirements*
• Large front pocket fits up to a 17” laptop and a 10” tablet***

WHAT FITS
2 DSLRs with lenses attached plus 2–4 additional lenses, 17” laptop and a 10” tablet. Max Lens: 400mm f/2.8 attached (hood reversed)

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13” W x 18.5” H x 5.3–6.8” D (33 x 47 x 13–17 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14” W x 21” H x 8” D (35.5 x 53 x 22 cm)

TABLET POCKET: 9.8” W x 9.4” H x 0.8” D (25 x 24 x 2 cm)

WEIGHT: 7.0–8.7 lbs. (3.2–3.9 kg)**
This rolling camera case meets increasingly restrictive International airline requirements*, yet still provides the ample quality and protection.

KEY FEATURES
• Specially designed interior to maximize gear for carry-on. Meets most U.S. and International airline carry-on requirements*
• Ultra-lightweight design weighs only 6.9 lbs. (3.1 kg), keeping your bag under weight restrictions
• Front pocket fits up to a 17" laptop and 10" tablet**

WHAT FITS
• One standard size DSLR with lens attached plus 3–4 additional lenses
• Two gripped DSLRs with lenses detached plus 3–4 lenses
• Two Mirrorless bodies with a crazy amount of lenses
• Max Lens: 200–400mm f/4 detached (hood reversed)
• Fits two camera bodies with lenses attached

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.3" W x 18" H x 6.5–7.5" D (33.8 x 45.7 x 16.5–19.1cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14" W x 21" H x 8" D (35.6 x 53.3 x 20.3cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
14" W x 21" H x 8" D (35.6 x 53.3 x 20.3cm)

TABLET COMPARTMENT:
10" x 10" x 1.6" (25.4 x 25.4 x 4 cm)

WEIGHT:
6.9–7.8 lbs. (3.1–3.5 kg)**

* Check with your airline for current carry-on requirements

** Laptop may expand external dimensions of the roller
AIRPORT ADVANTAGE™
SKU: 730552, 730553

Designed for traveling photographers, the Airport Advantage roller is sized to meet commuter or regional jet carry-on requirements*.

KEY FEATURES
• Specially designed for small aircraft such as commuter and regional jets*
• Ultralight design weighs only 5.9 lbs (2.7 kg)
• Dedicated laptop pocket fits up to 15” laptops in a padded sleeve

WHAT FITS
One gripped DSLR with lens attached, One standard size DSLR with lens attached plus 3–4 additional lenses, and 15” laptop

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12” W x 18” H x 4.9–6.4” D (30.5 x 45.7 x 12.4–16.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
5.9–6.2 lbs (2.7–2.8 kg)*

AIRPORT ROLLER DERBY™
SKU: 730514

Easy to maneuver with improved weight distribution to minimize muscle fatigue. Holds up to a 400mm f/2.8.

KEY FEATURES
• 4 dual wheel sets with multiple rolling positions reduces muscle fatigue
• Meets most International and U.S. carry-on requirements*
• Fits up to a 15” laptop and 10” tablet in dedicated pockets

WHAT FITS
Two standard DSLRs with lenses attached or one gripped DSLR and one standard DSLR both with lenses attached, 6–7 standard zoom lenses or strobes, 15” laptop and 10” tablet

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.6” W x 18.5” H x 6.5–7.5” D (32 x 47 x 14–19 cm)

WEIGHT:
9.5–11.5 lbs (4.3–5.2 kg)*

AIRPORT NAVIGATOR™
SKU: 730540

Dual access roller with top and front openings for rapid and unobstructed gear access, holds up to a 300mm f/2.8.

KEY FEATURES
• Dual access, front and top openings for rapid access to gear
• Dedicated pockets provide easy access to up to a 10” tablet and most 15.4” laptops
• Shoulder strap included with telescoping handle pass-through for piggy-backing on other rolling luggage

WHAT FITS
Two gripped DSLRs, 70–200mm f/2.8, 300mm f/2.8 unmounted and 1–2 additional lenses

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
15” W x 13” H x 6.8” D (38.1 x 33 x 17.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
8.1–9.2 lbs (3.7–4.2 kg)**

* Lowest weight reflects all accessories removed while using only minimal dividers
** Artificial Intelligence V3 laptop sleeve is recommended and sold separately.

See Roller Bag Gear Guide on pages 23–24
High-capacity rolling case makes hauling a vast quantity of lighting gear easy and efficient.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Customizable interior with dividers for lighting, video or camera gear
- Lock main compartment and secure bag with included lock and cable
- Tripod or light stand can be attached to one side (straps included)

**WHAT FITS**
3–4 flash heads, 2–3 power packs, monoblocks, umbrellas, medium softboxes (collapsed) and small-medium light stands

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13.7” W x 28” H x 10” D (35 x 71 x 25 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
15.7” W x 30” H x 11.5” D (40 x 76 x 29 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
17.8–22.2 lbs (8.1–10 kg)*

The Production Manager 50 is the most efficient way to safely transport a large amount of equipment.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Custom, shock-absorbing wheels are wide-set to minimize tipping
- Reinforced handles on four sides for easy loading and unloading
- Fully customizable interior includes dividers to protect small and large lighting equipment including C-stands and large modifiers

**WHAT FITS**
3–4 flash heads, 2–3 power packs, monoblocks, umbrellas, large size softboxes or modifiers (collapsed) and large light stands including C-stands

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
15.6” W x 53.1” H x 12.6” D (40 x 135 x 32 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
17.3” W x 53.1” H x 12.6” D (44 x 135 x 32 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
20.7–29.8 lbs (9.4–13.5 kg)*

---

*Lowest weight reflects all accessories removed while using only minimal dividers
See Roller Bag Gear Guide on pages 23–24
STAND MANAGER 52
SKU: 730532

The Stand Manager 52 rolling case is an ideal solution for storing and transporting stands of any kind. It is one of the most durable and protective cases you can own.

KEY FEATURES
- Crush resistant ABS twin-wall provides end-to-end reinforcement
- Oversized, shock-absorbing wheels roll smoothly and hold up under the toughest conditions
- 52” of interior height for those extra large modifiers or gel rolls

WHAT FITS
Holds up to 4 turtle base C-stands, multiple traditional light stands or modifiers up to 52” long.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12” W x 52” H x 4”–7.5” D (30.5 x 132 x 10.1–19 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.5” W x 54” H x 4.5”–8” D (31.8 x 137.1 x 11.4–20.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
12.1 lbs. (5.5 kg)
Designed for carry-on compatibility, the customizable interior allows you to get the maximum amount of video gear on the plane with you. Built tough with the quality Think Tank is known for, this roller is the perfect blend of protection and functionality.

KEY FEATURES
- Specially designed interior to maximize space for carry-on, meets most U.S. domestic and international airline carry-on requirements*
- ABS twinwall-reinforced side walls provide superior impact protection
- Heavily cushioned bolsters and 3-layer interior lining cradles sensitive gear

WHAT FITS
Video camera body, 3–5 lenses (detached), shotgun mic, small monitor, 4K recorder, audio recorder, additional accessories, and up to a 15” laptop in a padded sleeve

Camera Compatibility:
- Canon C-series
- Sony FS700, FS5, FS7, F55 or F56
- Red Epic/Scarlet
- Black Magic Cinema Camera
- Ursa or Ursa Mini
- Panasonic GH4

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.6” W x 18” H x 5.9–7.1” D (29.5 x 46 x 15–18 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14” W x 21” H x 6” D (35.6 x 53.3 x 20.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
10.2–11.7 lbs (4.6–5.3 kg)**

SKU: 730520

VIDEO CASES
VIDEO TRANSPORT™ 20  
SKU: 730521

Designed for carry-on compatibility, the customizable interior allows you to get the maximum amount of video gear on the plane with you. Built tough with the quality Think Tank is known for, this roller is the perfect blend of protection and functionality.

KEY FEATURES
- Specially designed interior to maximize space for carry-on, meets most U.S. domestic carry-on requirements*
- ABS twinwall-reinforced side walls provide superior impact protection
- Heavily cushioned bolsters and 3-layer interior lining cradles sensitive gear

WHAT FITS
Video camera body, 4–6 lenses (detached), shotgun mic, small monitor, 4K recorder, audio recorder, additional accessories, and up to a 17” laptop in a padded sleeve

Camera Compatibility:
- Canon C-series
- Sony FS700, FS5, FS7, F55 or F56
- Red Epic/Scarlet
- Black Magic Cinema Camera
- Ursa or Ursa Mini
- Panasonic GH4

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13” W x 20” H x 7–8” D (33 x 53.3 x 17.8–20.3 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14” W x 22” H x 9” D (35.6 x 55.9 x 22.9 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
11” W x 18” H x 0.8” D (28 x 45.7 x 2 cm)

WEIGHT:
11–13.7 lbs (5.0–6.2 kg)**

*The Video Transport 18 meets International size standards. Check with your airline for current carry-on requirements
**Lowest weight reflects all accessories and dividers removed

See Roller Bag Gear Guide on pages 23–24

VIDEO TRIPOD MANAGER 44  
SKU: 730530

The Video Tripod Manager 44 provides hard case protection with soft case convenience. Built tough with the quality Think Tank is known for, this roller is the perfect blend of protection and functionality.

KEY FEATURES
- Crush-resistant ABS twinwall reinforcement provides impact protection
- Shock-absorbing wheels roll smoothly and hold up under the toughest conditions
- Protective zipper flap keeps zippers running smooth after years of use

WHAT FITS
Holds cinema sized tripods, stands, sliders and/or modifiers up to 40”

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.8” W x 40.2 H x 9.8” D (25 x 102 x 25 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.6” W x 44.5” H x 12.6” D (32 x 113 x 32 cm)

WEIGHT:
17.8 lbs. (8 kg)
Streamline your workflow by transporting your fully-built camera rig from studio to shoot. This durable rolling bag offers a large customizable interior to fit today’s professional ENG video rigs.

KEY FEATURES
- Designed to fit assembled video camera rigs so that you can start shooting instantly
- ABS twinwall-reinforced side-walls provide impact protection
- Adjustable, articulating and reinforced camera stabilizers provide a custom fit for awkward camera rigs

WHAT FITS
- Fully or partially assembled video camera rigs up to 24” (61 cm) which could include: camera body, lens, monitor, viewfinder, 4K recorder, audio recorder, rails, follow-focus, matte-box, shoulder mount, top handle, stabilizer handles, shotgun mic, counter-weight, etc.
- Or fits a fully assembled video camera rig with a largest dimension up to 24” W x 16” H x 13.5” W (61 x 40.6 x 34.2 cm)

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.5” W x 24” H x 15–16.5” D (34.3 x 61 x 38–42 cm)

WEIGHT:
16.1–19.5 lbs (7.3–8.8 kg)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
16.3” W x 28.3” H x 18” D (41.4 x 71.9 x 45.7 cm)

See Roller Bag Gear Guide on pages 23–24
Designed for everyday use, the Workhorse shoulder bags are your on-the-go toolbox for professional video. Built tough with the quality Think Tank is known for, this bag is the perfect blend of protection and functionality.

KEY FEATURES
- Protection by design — Striated aluminum and arched twinwall-reinforced top lid and struts create a collapse proof top
- Durable beyond expectation — Build technology features the highest quality materials in the industry, including ballistic nylon, YKK RC Fuse zippers, welded metal hardware, nylon seatbelt webbing and high density closed-cell PU foam for long-lasting durability
- Designed to fit professional camcorders and video camera rigs so that you can start shooting instantly

WHAT FITS
Fits professional camcorders or video camera rigs up to 19" (48.3 cm) long and 7.5" (19 cm) tall and accessories which could include: camera body, lens, monitor, viewfinder, 4K recorder, audio recorder, medium LED lightpanel, shotgun mic, lavaliere mics, rails, focus-focus, matte-box, shoulder mount, top handle, cables, etc.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
19.1” W x 7.5” H x 8.1” D (48.5 x 19 x 20.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
22.8” W x 11.6” H x 10.2” D (58 x 29.5 x 26 cm)

WEIGHT:
3.7–5.8 lbs (1.7–2.6 kg)

*Lowest weight reflects all accessories and dividers removed

SKU: 710266

VIDEO WORKHORSE™ 19

Designed for everyday use, the Workhorse shoulder bags are your on-the-go toolbox for professional video. Built tough with the quality Think Tank is known for, this bag is the perfect blend of protection and functionality.

KEY FEATURES
- Protection by design — Striated aluminum and arched twinwall-reinforced top lid and struts create a collapse proof top
- Durable beyond expectation — Build technology features the highest quality materials in the industry, including ballistic nylon, YKK RC Fuse zippers, welded metal hardware, nylon seatbelt webbing and high density closed-cell PU foam for long-lasting durability
- Designed to fit professional camcorders and video camera rigs so that you can start shooting instantly

WHAT FITS
Fits professional camcorders or video camera rigs up to 21” (53.3 cm) long and 6.7” (22 cm) tall which could include: camera body, lens, monitor, viewfinder, 4K recorder, audio recorder, medium LED lightpanel, shotgun mic, lavaliere mics, rails, focus-focus, matte-box, shoulder mount, top handle, cables, etc.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
21.3” W x 8.3” H x 9.8” D (54 x 21 x 25 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
24.8” W x 11.4” H x 13” D (63 x 29 x 33 cm)

WEIGHT:
4.5–6.9 lbs (2.0–3.1 kg)

SKU: 710267

VIDEO WORKHORSE™ 21

Designed for everyday use, the Workhorse shoulder bags are your on-the-go toolbox for professional video. Built tough with the quality Think Tank is known for, this bag is the perfect blend of protection and functionality.

KEY FEATURES
- Protection by design — Striated aluminum and arched twinwall-reinforced top lid and struts create a collapse proof top
- Durable beyond expectation — Build technology features the highest quality materials in the industry, including ballistic nylon, YKK RC Fuse zippers, welded metal hardware, nylon seatbelt webbing and high density closed-cell PU foam for long-lasting durability
- Designed to fit professional camcorders and video camera rigs so that you can start shooting instantly

WHAT FITS
Fits professional camcorders or video camera rigs up to 25” (63.5 cm) long and 9.1” (23 cm) tall which could include: camera body, lens, monitor, viewfinder, 4K recorder, audio recorder, medium LED lightpanel, shotgun mic, lavaliere mics, rails, focus-focus, matte-box, shoulder mount, top handle, cables, etc.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
24.8” W x 9.1” H x 10.6” D (63 x 23 x 27 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
28” W x 12.6” H x 14.2” D (71 x 32 x 36 cm)

WEIGHT:
6.2–8.0 lbs (2.8–3.6 kg)

SKU: 710268

VIDEO WORKHORSE™ 25
# Airline Roller Bag Gear Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Features</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Advantage XT</th>
<th>International V3.0</th>
<th>Security V3.0</th>
<th>Navigator</th>
<th>Roller Derby</th>
<th>StreetWalker Roller V2.0</th>
<th>TakeOff V2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Lens Capacity</td>
<td>200–400mm</td>
<td>500mm</td>
<td>500mm</td>
<td>600mm</td>
<td>300mm</td>
<td>400mm</td>
<td>400mm</td>
<td>400mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop / Tablet</td>
<td>15″*** / NA</td>
<td>17″ / 10″</td>
<td>15″ / 10″</td>
<td>17″ / 10″</td>
<td>15″ / 10″</td>
<td>15″ / 10″</td>
<td>15″*** / NA</td>
<td>17″ / 10″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA Zipper Lock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockable Zipper Pulls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Lock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripod Mount Included</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (W x H x D)</td>
<td>12.7″ x 19.5″ x 7.3″</td>
<td>14″ x 21″ x 8″</td>
<td>14″ x 21″ x 8″</td>
<td>14″ x 22″ x 9″</td>
<td>16″ x 15.5″ x 10″</td>
<td>14″ x 22″ x 9.0″</td>
<td>12.6″ x 21.9″ x 9″</td>
<td>14″ x 21″ x 8″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Feature</td>
<td>Small case with big gear carry</td>
<td>Lightweight with ample protection</td>
<td>Most gear for Intl. and U.S. domestic flights</td>
<td>Most gear for U.S. domestic flights</td>
<td>Top and front access to gear</td>
<td>Four wheels for easy travel</td>
<td>Integrated backpack harness</td>
<td>Integrated backpack harness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why You Need This</td>
<td>Thin and light for CRJ flights</td>
<td>Light and right for International carry on</td>
<td>World travel specialist</td>
<td>Maximize your carry on</td>
<td>Rolling event assistant</td>
<td>Easy roller</td>
<td>Backpack magician</td>
<td>Backpack magician</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some models may not fit all airlines due to varying overhead bag size standards.

**Small case with big gear carry:** Designed to fit within the carry-on size limits of most airlines and provide ample space for gear.

**Lightweight with ample protection:** Ideal for international flights where weight limits are strict.

**Most gear for Intl. and U.S. domestic flights:** Fits most gear for both international and domestic flights.

**Most gear for U.S. domestic flights:** Primarily designed for U.S. domestic flights.

**Top and front access to gear:** Easy access to gear without having to open the bag fully.

**Four wheels for easy travel:** Designed for smooth滚动 and easy maneuvering.

**Integrated backpack harness:** Includes a backpack harness for added convenience and security.

**Why You Need This:**
- **Thin and light for CRJ flights:** Light and compact for flights with tight weight restrictions.
- **Light and right for International carry on:** Easy to carry and conform to international standards.
- **World travel specialist:** Versatile for various travel needs.
- **Maximize your carry on:** Efficient use of carry-on space.
- **Rolling event assistant:** Ideal for transporting gear at events.
- **Easy roller:** Smooth rolling for easy travel.
- **Backpack magician:** Versatile for daily use and travel.
# LARGE ROLLER BAG GEAR GUIDE

## KEY FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistics Manager 30</th>
<th>Production Manager 40</th>
<th>Production Manager 50</th>
<th>Stand Manager 52</th>
<th>Video Tripod Manager 44</th>
<th>Rig Roller 18</th>
<th>Rig Roller 24</th>
<th>Video Transport 18</th>
<th>Video Transport 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fits Airline Overhead</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best For Lighting Gear</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TSA Zipper Lock</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lockable Zipper Pulls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cable Lock</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tripod Mount Included</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dimensions (W x H x D)**
- 15.8” x 30” x 11.5”
- 15.7” x 40” x 12.6”
- 17.3” x 53.1” x 12.6”
- 12.5” x 54” x 4.5–8”
- 31.8 x 137.1 x 11.4–20.3 cm
- 12.6” x 44.5” x 12.6”
- 41.4 x 56.6 x 45.7 cm
- 16.3” x 22.3” x 18”
- 41.4 x 71.9 x 45.7 cm
- 14” x 21” x 8”
- 35.6 x 53.3 x 20.3 cm
- 14” x 22” x 9”
- 35.6 x 55.9 x 22.9 cm

**Special Feature**
- Fits lighting kits to large gear systems
- Fits lighting systems with stands and more
- Full studio transport system
- Tie-down and compression straps
- Holds cinema sized tripods, stands, sliders
- Transport fully assembled rigs
- Transport larger fully assembled rigs
- Most gear for Intl. and U.S. domestic flights
- Most gear for U.S. domestic flights

**Why You Need This**
- Carry-all specialist
- High capacity rolling case
- Portable studio manager
- Store or transport stands of any kind
- Hard case protection. Soft case convenience
- Roll your rig all-ready
- Roll your bigger rig
- World travel specialist
- Maximize your carry on

## KEY:
- **☆** Always Check With Airline
- **R** Regional Jet Carry-on
- **I** International Flight Carry-on
- **D** U.S. Domestic Flight Carry-on
- **★★** Non Padded - A Padded Sleeve is Recommended
When the terrain becomes uneven, simply convert the Airport TakeOff V2.0 to a backpack so you can carry your gear to the location.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Integrated backpack straps with comfortable shoulder harness and back panel padding
- Large front pocket fits up to a 17” laptop** and a 10” tablet***
- Meets most U.S. domestic and international airline carry on requirements*

**WHAT FITS**
- 2 DSLRs with lenses attached plus 2–4 additional lenses, 17” laptop* and a 10” tablet
- Max Lens: 400mm f/2.8 attached (hood reversed)
- 2 Gripped DSLRs with lenses detached plus 4–6 additional lenses, 17” laptop* and a 10” tablet

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13” W x 18.5” H x 5.3–6.8” D (33 x 47 x 13–17 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
14” W x 21” H x 8” D (35.5 x 53 x 22 cm)

**LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:**
11.4” W x 16.3” H x 1.4” D (29 x 41.5 x 3.6 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
9.8” W x 9.4” H x 0.8” D (25 x 24 x 2 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
7.0–8.7 lbs. (3.2–3.9 kg) Depending on accessories used

---

SKU: 730499
AIRPORT ESSENTIALS™
SKU: 720483

Carry your essential photo gear on even the smallest planes, up to a 300mm f/2.8.

KEY FEATURES
• Meets most international and U.S. carry-on requirements*
• Cable lock and locking YKK® RC Fuse zippers protect your gear
• Fits 13” laptops, some 15” laptops and a 10” tablet

WHAT FITS
Standard DSLR, 300mm f/2.8, 13” laptops plus some slim 15” laptops, 10” tablet, 70–200 mm f/2.8, f/4.0 pro lenses

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 16.3” H x 5” D (27.9 x 41.4 x 12.7 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.5” W x 18” H x 7” D (29.2 x 45.7 x 17.8 cm)

WEIGHT:
2.9–3.6 lbs. (1.4–1.6 kg) Depending on accessories used

*Check with your airline for current carry-on requirements

AIRPORT COMMUTER™
SKU: 720486

Carry-on backpack which fits most overhead compartments, holds up to a 400mm f/2.8.

KEY FEATURES
• Meets most international and U.S. carry-on requirements*
• Cable lock and locking YKK® RC Fuse zippers protect your gear
• Fits up to a 15” laptop and a 10” tablet

WHAT FITS
Gripped DSLR, 400mm f/2.8, 15” laptop, 10” tablet, Additional lenses and gear

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.5” W x 16.3” H x 6.8” D (29.2 x 42.4 x 17.3 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.5” W x 18” H x 8.5” D (31.6 x 45.7 x 21.6 cm)

WEIGHT:
3.5–4.2 lbs. (1.5–1.9 kg) Depending on accessories used

*Check with your airline for current carry-on requirements

AIRPORT ACCELERATOR™
SKU: 720489

Our largest carry-on backpack, holds a 600mm f/4 detached from a gripped body.

KEY FEATURES
• Meets most international and U.S. carry-on requirements*
• Cable lock and locking YKK® RC Fuse zippers protect your gear
• Fits up to a 17” laptop and a 10” tablet

WHAT FITS
2 gripped DSLRs, 600mm f/4 unattached, 17” laptop, 10” tablet, 500mm f/4 attached
Example: Nikon D4s attached to 70–200mm f/2.8, D810 attached to 500mm f/4, 24–70mm f/2.8, 15” MacBook Pro

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13” W x 18.8” H x 6.8” D (33 x 47.8 x 17.3 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
14” W x 20.5” H x 9” D (35.6 x 52.1 x 22.9 cm)

WEIGHT:
4.1–5.5 lbs. (1.9–2.5 kg) Depending on accessories used

*Check with your airline for current carry-on requirements
**Artificial Intelligence V3.0 laptop sleeve is recommended and sold separately.
**Laptop and tablet may expand exterior dimensions of the backpack.
STREETWALKER® V2.0
SKU: 720475

Slim vertical backpack holds a gripped DSLR with a 70–200mm f/2.8 attached.

KEY FEATURES
• Vertically thin design with contoured top
• Dedicated 10” tablet compartment
• Tripod mount on front panel

WHAT FITS
One gripped DSLR with 70–200mm f/2.8 attached, one standard DSLR with 24–70mm f/2.8 attached, and a 16–35mm f/2.8

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.4” W x 12.2” H x 0.6” D (24 x 31 x 1.5 cm)

TABLET:
9.4” W x 12.2” H x 0.6” D (24 x 31 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
4.6 lbs (2.1 kg) with all accessories

SHAPE SHIFTER® 15 V2.0
SKU: 720471

A revolution in backpack design, the Shape Shifter V2.0 expands and contracts to hold gripped camera bodies and a laptop. The series features dedicated tablet and smartphone pockets, roller handle pass-through sleeve, removable water bottle pouch and updated pouch design.

KEY FEATURES
• Compresses to three inches in depth when gear is removed
• Neoprene pockets and wrap for cameras, lenses or personal items
• Holds a full assortment of photo gear, tripod, 15” laptop and a full size tablet

WHAT FITS
1 gripped DSLR, 3 lenses (detached), 15” laptop, up to a 13” tablet, plus personal effects

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS WHEN EXPANDED:
18.9” H x 12” W x 7” D” (48 x 30.5 x 18 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS WHEN COMPRESSED:
16.8” H x 11.4” W x 1.5” D (42.7 x 29 x 4 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
16.8”H x 11.4” W x 1.5” D (42.7 x 29 x 4 cm)

TABLET COMPARTMENT:
9.4” W x 12.2” H x 0.6” D (24 x 31 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
4.3 lbs (2 kg) with all accessories

SHAPE SHIFTER® 17 V2.0
SKU: 720472

A revolution in backpack design, the Shape Shifter V2.0 expands and contracts to hold gripped camera bodies and a laptop. The series features dedicated tablet and smartphone pockets, roller handle pass-through sleeve, removable water bottle pouch and updated pouch design.

KEY FEATURES
• Compresses to three inches in depth when gear is removed
• Neoprene pockets and wrap for cameras, lenses or personal items
• Holds a full assortment of photo gear, tripod, 17” laptop and a full size tablet

WHAT FITS
1–2 gripped DSLRs, 3–4 lenses (detached), 17” laptop, up to a 13” tablet, plus personal effects

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS WHEN EXPANDED:
20” H x 12.5” W x 7” D” (51 x 32 x 18 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS WHEN COMPRESSED:
19” H x 12” W x 1.5” D (48 x 30.5 x 4 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
19” H x 12” W x 1.5” D (48 x 30.5 x 4 cm)

TABLET COMPARTMENT:
10.2” W x 12.2” H x 0.6” D (26 x 31 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
4.8 lbs (2.1 kg) with all accessories
STREETWALKER® PRO V2.0  SKU: 720476

Slim vertical backpack for professional gear—holds a gripped DSLR and a full kit of f/2.8 zoom lenses.

KEY FEATURES
• Vertically thin design with contoured top
• Dedicated 10" tablet compartment
• Tripod mount on front panel (tripod cup for larger tripods included)

WHAT FITS
Fits two bodies with lens attached or a 400mm f/2.8 unattached

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.4" W x 17.3" H x 7.5" D (24 x 44 x 19 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.7" W x 10.4" H x 0.4" D (19.5 x 26.5 x 1 cm)

TABLET:
3.9" W x 7.9" H x 0.6" D (10 x 19 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
3.5 lbs (1.6 kg)

KEY FEATURES
• Comfortable backpack holds up to a 15" laptop, gripped body and up to a 200–400mm f/4.
• Dedicated laptop compartment that holds up to a 15" laptop and a 13" tablet
• Customizable harness system for a personalized fit
• Tripod mount on front panel (tripod cup for larger tripods included)

WHAT FITS
Fits two bodies with lens attached or a gripped body with a 200–400mm f/4 attached

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11" W x 19.7" H x 7.1" D (28 x 50 x 18 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.6" W x 21.9" H x 9" D (32 x 55.5 x 22.9 cm)

TABLET:
3.9" W x 7.9" H x 0.6" D (10 x 19 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
4.5 lbs (2 kg)

STREETWALKER® HARDDRIVE V2.0  SKU: 720478

STREETWALKER ROLLING BACKPACK V2.0  SKU: 730497

Legendary durability and award winning comfort with the ability to switch from a backpack to a roller.

KEY FEATURES
• Comfortable harness system allows you to roll the bag or carry it on your back
• Dedicated laptop compartment that holds up to a 15" laptop
• Fits two bodies with lens attached including a 200–400mm f/4

WHAT FITS
2 DSLR bodies with lenses attached (including a 200–400mm f/4), and a 15" laptop

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.8" W x 19.7" H x 6.3–7.1" D (30 x 50 x 16–18 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.6" W x 21.9" H x 9" D (32 x 55.5 x 22.9 cm)

TABLET:
3.9" W x 7.9" H x 0.6" D (10 x 19 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
8.2 lbs. (3.7 kg)
Easy to pack and even easier to access, the Urban Access enables you to get to your gear quickly—whether on the run or in the studio.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Two quick side-access panels with full-access rear panel
- Dedicated laptop pocket
- Tripod attachment on front secures a small or large tripod with deployable cup

**WHAT FITS**
One ungripped DSLR or Mirrorless body with lens attached up to a 24–70mm f/2.8, 2–4 additional lenses including a 70–200mm f/2.8 detached, a 13" laptop, plus personal gear

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
10.2" W x 13" H x 5.5" D (26 x 33 x 14 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
12.2" W x 18.9" H x 9" D (31 x 48 x 23 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET:**
9.2" W x 13" H x 0.8" D (23.5 x 33 x 2 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.3 lbs. (1 kg) with all accessories

**SKU:** 720495
GLASS LIMO™
SKU: 720192
Narrow light weight backpack specifically for long lenses up to an 600mm f/4 or regular DSLR gear.

KEY FEATURES
• Accommodates large glass or a medium-large sized kit of standard zoom lenses
• Specially designed collars for long lenses
• Specially designed zippers hold their position to avoid accidental opening of the main compartment

WHAT FITS
600mm f/4.0 unattached, 500mm f/4.0 with pro body attached,** 800mm 5.6 with aftermarket neoprene lens cap, 200–400mm f/4 with pro body attached, Alternately carries a standard pro kit with gripped DSLR and 5–8 lenses, Tripod/Monopod mount

**Please note that the padded collar is only for stabilizing 300mm and similar size lenses. When fitting larger lenses, you must remove the padded collar as it is not needed.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
8.7” W x 19.5” H x 8.3” D (22.1 x 49.5 x 21.1 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9” W x 21” H x 9.2” D (22.9 x 53.33 x 23.4 cm)
WEIGHT:
2.6–3.9 lbs (1.1–1.8 kg)*

*Depending on accessories used

URBAN ACCESS™ 15
SKU: 720496
Easy to pack and even easier to access, the Urban Access enables you to get to your gear quickly—whether on the run or in the studio.

KEY FEATURES
• Two quick side-access panels with full-access rear panel
• Dedicated laptop pocket
• Tripod attachment on front secures a small or large tripod with deployable cup

WHAT FITS
One ungripped DSLR or Mirrorless body with lens attached up to a 70–200mm f/2.8, 3–5 additional lenses, a strobe, a 15" laptop, plus personal gear

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.4" W x 14.6" H x 5.5" D (29 x 37 x 14 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.4" W x 20.4" H x 9” D (34 x 52 x 23 cm)
LAPTOP POCKET:
9.8" W x 14.1” H x 0.8” D (25 x 36 x 2 cm)
WEIGHT:
2.7 lbs. (1.2 kg) with all accessories

URBAN APPROACH™ 15
SKU: 720853
Low profile, high capacity backpack specifically for your Mirrorless camera gear, 10” tablet and 15” laptop.

KEY FEATURES
• Specifically designed for Mirrorless gear with premium materials and quality construction
• Dedicated zipper pocket for a 10” tablet and 15” laptop
• Low-contrast and matte black appearance with BBG leather accents

WHAT FITS
1–2 medium to large Mirrorless bodies with lens attached with 5–8 additional lenses and up to a 10” tablet and a 15” laptop

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.4” W x 16.3” H x 3.9–5.3” D (24 x 41.5 x 10–13.5 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 18.3” H x 7.1” D (28 x 46.5 x 18 cm)
LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
10.2” W x 15.7” H x 1.2” D (26 x 40 x 3 cm)
TABLET POCKET:
7.3” W x 9.8” H x 0.6” D (20 x 25 x 1.5 cm)
WEIGHT:
3.0 lbs (1.3 kg) with all accessories

*Depending on accessories used
The Retrospective V2.0 series combines all our experience as photographers and product designers into a highly functional yet timeless camera bag.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Soft and form-fitting with minimalist outer appearance
- DWR treated 100% cotton canvas exterior with metal hardware
- Hook-and-loop "Sound Silencers" offer discretion when needed

**WHAT FITS**
Holds a standard DSLR body or Mirrorless system with a 24–70mm f/2.8 detached

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
8.5" W x 6.7" H x 4.3" D (21.5 x 17 x 11 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
9" W x 7.5" H x 5.1" D (23 x 19 x 13 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
1.2 lbs. (0.5 kg) including all accessories

RETROSPECTIVE® 4 V2.0
SKU: 710704, 710705

SHOULDER BAGS

Pinestone
Black
The Retrospective 5 V2.0 form-fitting shoulder bag retains that classic look but is softer and lighter with many innovative new features.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Zippered opening to main compartment tucks-away when not in use
- Luggage handle pass-through
- Collapsible water bottle pocket

**WHAT FITS**
- Standard DSLR body
- Mirrorless System
- Up to 9” tablet
- 17–40mm f/4

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
9.5” W x 7.8” H x 4.9” D (24 x 19.5 x 12.5 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
10” W x 8.5” H x 6” D (25.5 x 21.5 x 15 cm)

**TABLET POCKET (FITS 9” TABLET):**
9.1” W x 6.3” H x 1.0” D (23 x 16 x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.0 lbs (0.9 kg) including all accessories

---

The Retrospective 7 V2.0 form-fitting shoulder bag retains that classic look but is softer and lighter with many innovative new features.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Zippered opening to main compartment tucks-away when not in use
- Luggage handle pass-through
- Collapsible water bottle pocket

**WHAT FITS**
- Standard DSLR
- 24–70mm f/2.8 attached
- 70–200mm f/2.8 unattached
- 10” tablet and 13” laptop
- Flash

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
12.5” W x 8.8” H x 5.4”D (31.8 x 22.4 x 13.8 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13.5” W x 9.5” H x 6” D (34.3 x 24.1 x 17.8 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET (FITS UP TO 13” LAPTOP):**
12.2” W x 8.7” H x 1.0” D (31 x 22 x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.7 lbs (1.2 kg) including all accessories

---

The Retrospective 10 V2.0 form-fitting shoulder bag retains that classic look but is softer and lighter with many innovative new features.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Zippered opening to main compartment tucks-away when not in use
- Luggage handle pass-through
- Collapsible water bottle pocket

**WHAT FITS**
- Gripped DSLR
- 24–70mm f/2.8 attached
- 70–200mm f/2.8 unattached
- 10” tablet and 12” laptop
- Flash

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
12” W x 9.5” H x 6.7” D (30.5 x 24 x 17 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13” W x 10.5” H x 7” D (33 x 26.7 x 17.8 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET (FITS UP TO 12” LAPTOP):**
11.4” W x 9.1” H x 1.0” D (29 x 23 x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.7 lbs (1.2 kg) including all accessories
The Retrospective 20 V2.0 form-fitting shoulder bag retains that classic look but is softer and lighter with many innovative new features.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Zippered opening to main compartment tucks-away when not in use
- Luggage handle pass-through
- Collapsible water bottle pocket

**WHAT FITS**
- Gripped DSLR
- 70–200mm f/2.8 attached, OR, 300mm f/2.8 unattached
- 24–70mm f/2.8
- 10” tablet and 12” laptop
- Flash

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
12” W x 11.75” H x 6.7” D (30.5 x 29.8 x 17 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13” W x 12.5” H x 7” D (33 x 31.7 x 17.8 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET (FITS UP TO 12” LAPTOP):**
11.4” W x 11” H x 1.0” D (29 x 28 x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.8 lbs (1.3 kg) including all accessories

---

The Retrospective 30 V2.0 form-fitting shoulder bag retains that classic look but is softer and lighter with many innovative new features.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Zippered opening to main compartment tucks-away when not in use
- Luggage handle pass-through
- Collapsible water bottle pocket

**WHAT FITS**
- 2 gripped DSLRs
- 70-200mm f/2.8 unattached
- 24–70mm f/2.8 attached
- 16–35mm f/2.8 attached
- Up to a 15” laptop
- Flash

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
15” W x 10.5” H x 6.7” D (38 x 26.7 x 17 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
16” W x 11.2” H x 7” D (40.6 x 28.5 x 17.8 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET (FITS UP TO 15” LAPTOP):**
14.2” W x 9.8” H x 1.0” D (36 x 25 x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.8 lbs (1.3 kg) including all accessories
STORYTELLER 5
SKU: 710801

Designed to hold both DSLR and Mirrorless bodies and lenses, and feature a flip-top lid for quick access. Premium quality materials ensure your gear stays protected at an affordable price.

KEY FEATURES
• Flip-top lid provides quick access to gear
• Designed to fit DSLR or Mirrorless equipment
• Structured for maximum capacity

WHAT FITS
Fits a standard DSLR or Mirrorless camera body and 2–3 small telephotos or primes with hoods attached and reversed.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.1” W x 7.3” H x 4.9” D (23 x 18.5 x 12.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.4” W x 7.9” H x 6.3” D (24 x 20 x 16 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.0 lb (0.5 kg)

STORYTELLER 8
SKU: 710802

Designed to hold both DSLR and Mirrorless bodies and lenses, and feature a flip-top lid for quick access. Premium quality materials ensure your gear stays protected at an affordable price.

KEY FEATURES
• Flip-top lid provides quick access to gear
• Designed to fit DSLR or Mirrorless equipment
• StoryTeller 8 fits an 8” tablet in front pocket

WHAT FITS
Fits a standard DSLR or Mirrorless camera body, 3–4 small telephotos or primes with hoods attached and reversed, and an 8” tablet.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 7.5” H x 4.9” D (28 x 19 x 12.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.8” W x 8.3” H x 6.3” D (30 x 21 x 16 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.3 lb (0.6 kg)

STORYTELLER 10
SKU: 710803

Designed to hold both DSLR and Mirrorless bodies and lenses, and feature a flip-top lid for quick access. Premium quality materials ensure your gear stays protected at an affordable price.

KEY FEATURES
• Flip-top lid provides quick access to gear
• Designed to fit DSLR or Mirrorless equipment
• StoryTeller 10 fits a 10” tablet in dedicated pocket

WHAT FITS
Fits a standard DSLR or Mirrorless camera body, 2–4 standard telephoto lenses with hoods attached and reversed, and a 10” tablet.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 9.8” H x 4.9” D (28 x 25 x 12.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12” W x 10.2” H x 6.3” D (30.5 x 26 x 16 cm)

TABLET:
9.8” x 7.9” x 0.6” (25 x 20 x 1.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.5 lb (0.7 kg)
Sized for professional lenses, the Vision Shoulder Bag Series is designed not only for capacity but also for security. With its zippered top closure, your gear will stay safe and in place.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Interior zippered flap provides a secure closure, weather barrier and theft protection. Tucks away when not in use.
- Waterproof tarpaulin base
- Tripod attachment straps included

**WHAT FITS**
- Fits one standard size body with a wide or short zoom plus 1–2 small extra lenses, 10” tablet. Fits a 24–70mm f/2.8 detached.
- Fits a Mirrorless kit with 3–4 lenses including the 50–140mm

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
- 11.8” W x 8.3” H x 6.3” D (30 x 21 x 16 cm)

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
- 10.2” W x 7.5” H x 4.9” D (26 x 19 x 12.5 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
- 9.8” W x 8.3” H x 0.6” D (25 x 21 x 1.5 cm)

**PHONE POCKET:**
- 3.9” W x 6.1” H (10 x 15.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
- 1.8 lbs. (0.8 kg)

**SKUs:**
- 710682, 710683

---

**VISION 13**

Sized for professional lenses, the Vision Shoulder Bag Series is designed not only for capacity but also for security. With its zippered top closure, your gear will stay safe and in place.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Interior zippered flap provides a secure closure, weather barrier and theft protection. Tucks away when not in use.
- Waterproof tarpaulin base
- Tripod attachment straps included

**WHAT FITS**
- Fits one standard size body with a 24–70mm f/2.8 attached plus 1–3 extra lenses, a 10” tablet and a 13” laptop. Accommodates a 70–200mm f/2.8 detached

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
- 15.7” W x 10.2” H x 6.3” D (40 x 26 x 16 cm)

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
- 13” W x 9.1” H x 4.9” D (33 x 23 x 12.5 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET:**
- 12.6” W x 9.1” H x 0.9” D (32 x 23 x 2.2 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
- 11.4” W x 7.9” H x 0.5” D (29 x 20 x 1 cm)

**PHONE POCKET:**
- 5.9” W x 7.5” H (15 x 19 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
- 2.3 lbs. (1.0 kg)

**SKUs:**
- 710684, 710685
Sized for professional lenses, the Vision Shoulder Bag Series is designed not only for capacity but also for security. With its zippered top closure, your gear will stay safe and in place.

KEY FEATURES
• Interior zippered flap provides a secure closure, weather barrier and theft protection. Tucks away when not in use.
• Waterproof tarpaulin base
• Tripod attachment straps included

WHAT FITS
• Fits one standard size body with a 24–70mm f/2.8 attached plus 1–3 extra lenses, a 10” tablet and a 13” laptop. Accommodates a 70–200mm f/2.8 detached

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
17.3” W x 10.6” H x 6.3” D (44 x 27 x 16 cm)

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
15.3” W x 9.8” H x 5.1” D (39 x 25 x 13 cm)

LAPTOP POCKET:
15” W x 9.8” H x 1” D (38 x 25 x 2.5 cm)

TABLET POCKET:
11.4” W x 7.9” H x 0.5” D (29 x 20 x 1 cm)

PHONE POCKET:
5.9” W x 7.9” H (15 x 20 cm)

WEIGHT:
2.6 lbs. (1.2 kg)

VISION 15
SKU: 710686, 710687

Graphite  Dark Olive
A compact bag specifically designed for Mirrorless systems, the 5 fits 1 small body with small telephoto or pancake lens attached.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Designed from the ground up for Mirrorless & super zoom cameras
- Rear pass-through slot allows you to wear the Mirrorless Mover on your own belt or on a Think Tank Photo Pro Speed Belt or Thin Skin Belt
- High-quality YKK® RC zippers and metal hardware

**WHAT FITS**
- Sony a6000 with 16–50mm kit lens attached
- Nikon 1–J4 with 10–30mm kit lens attached
- Olympus E–PL5 with 14–24mm kit lens attached
- Canon G Series Cameras

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
3.5” W x 4.7” H x 3.1” D (9 x 12 x 8 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
4.7” W x 5.9” H x 3.9” D (12 x 15 x 10 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.4 lb (0.2 kg) with all accessories

---

A compact bag specifically designed for Mirrorless systems, the 10 fits 1 medium body, 1–2 lenses and accessories.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Designed from the ground up for Mirrorless & super zoom cameras
- High-quality YKK® RC zippers and metal hardware
- Adjustable dividers, including smart phone and memory card slot, provide a customizable fit for your specific gear combination

**WHAT FITS**
- Sony A7s with 55mm f/1.8 (hood reversed)
- Fuji X-E2 with 18–55mm f/2.8–4 attached (hood reversed)
- Olympus OM-D E-M5 II with 17mm f/2.8 pancake attached + 12–40mm f/3.5–6.3 (no hoods attached)

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
4.9” W x 5.3” H x 3.7” D (12.5 x 13.5 x 9.5 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
5.3” W x 6.1” H x 4.5” D (13.5 x 15.5 x 11.5 cm)

**SMART PHONE SLOT:**
2.8” W x 4.8” H x 0.6” D (7 x 12.3 x 1.6 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.5 lb (0.3 kg) with all accessories

---

A compact bag specifically designed for Mirrorless systems, the 20 fits a medium body with 2–3 lenses and a few accessories.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Designed from the ground up for a Mirrorless 3-lens kit
- High-quality YKK® RC zippers and metal hardware
- Adjustable dividers, including smart phone and memory card slot, provide a customizable fit for your specific gear combination

**WHAT FITS**
- Sony A6000 with 55mm f/1.8 ZA attached (hood reversed) + 24–70mm f/4 (hood reversed)
- Fuji X-E2 with 18–55mm f/2.8–4 attached (hood reversed) + 14mm f/2.8 (hood in position)
- Olympus OM-D E-M5 with 17mm f/2.8 pancake attached + 12mm f/2.0 (hood in position) + 12–50mm f/3.5–6.3 (hood in position)

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
8.5” W x 5.3” H x 3.7” D (21.5 x 13.5 x 9.5 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
8.9” W x 6.1” H x 4.5” D (22.5 x 15.5 x 11.5 cm)

**SMART PHONE SLOT:**
2.8” W x 4.8” H x 0.6” D (7 x 12.3 x 1.6 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.7 lb (0.3 kg) with all accessories
Mirrorless Movers are designed to fit today’s Mirrorless cameras. The Mirrorless Mover 25i is designed for the photographer with a 3-4 lens Mirrorless kit.

KEY FEATURES
• Dedicated pocket for 8” tablet
• Designed specifically for Mirrorless equipment
• High-quality YKK® RC zippers and metal hardware

WHAT FITS
• 1 medium Mirrorless body plus 3–4 lenses, 8” tablet, and additional accessories
• Sony A7 with 55mm f/1.8 ZA attached (hood reversed) + 24–70mm f/4 ZA (hood in reversed) + 35mm f/2.8 ZA (hood in position), plus an 8” tablet
• Fuji X-T1 with 18–55mm f/2.8–4 attached (hood reversed) + 14mm f/2.8 (hood in position) + 60mm f/2.8 (hood in position), plus an 8” tablet

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
10.6” W x 5.5” H x 4.1” D (27 x 14 x 10.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 6.1” H x 4.7” D (28 x 15.5 x 12 cm)

SMART PHONE SLOT:
2.8” W x 5.3” H x 0.6” D (7 x 13.7 x 1.6 cm)

TABLET POCKET:
9.4” W x 5.3” H x 0.8” D (24 x 14 x 2 cm)

WEIGHT: 1.0 lb (0.5 kg) with all accessories

Specifically designed for Mirrorless systems, the 30 fits a large body with 2–4 lenses (including 70–200 equivalents), 10” tablet and a few accessories.

KEY FEATURES
• Designed from the ground up for a Mirrorless 3–lens kit with a dedicated pocket for a 10” tablet
• High-quality YKK® RC zippers and metal hardware
• Adjustable dividers, including smart phone and memory card slot, provide a customizable fit for your specific gear combination

WHAT FITS
• Sony A7 II w/ 55mm f/1.8 ZA attached (hood reversed) + 24–70mm f/4 ZA (hood in position) + 35mm f/2.8 ZA (hood in position)
• Fuji X-T1 with 18–55mm f/2.8–4 attached (hood reversed) + 14mm f/2.8 (hood in position) + 60mm f/2.8 (hood in position)
• Canon Rebel T6i with 24–105 f/4 attached (hood reversed) + 70–300mm f/4–5.6 (hood reversed)

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
10.6” W x 8” H x 3.9” D (27 x 20.5 x 10 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 8.9” H x 5.7” D (28 x 22.5 x 14.5 cm)

SMART PHONE SLOT:
2.8” W x 5” H x 0.6” D (7 x 12.7 x 1.6 cm)

TABLET POCKET:
9.8” W x 8.1” H x 0.9” D (25 x 20.5 x 2.3 cm)

WEIGHT: 1.3 lbs (0.59 kg) with all accessories
SLING BAGS

Easy to pack and even easier to access, the Urban Access Sling bag enables you to get to your gear quickly without taking off the pack.

**KEY FEATURES**
- “Slings Both Ways” functionality allows a left or right shoulder position
- Ability to switch shoulders reduces fatigue on long outings
- Tripod attachment on front secures a small tripod

**WHAT FITS**
One ungripped Mirrorless body with 2–3 lenses and an 8” tablet

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
7.5” W x 13.2” H x 4.3” D (19 x 33.5 x 11 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
7.9” W x 14.6” H x 5.1” D (20 x 37 x 13 cm)*

**TABLET POCKET:**
6.5” W x 8.5” H x 0.8” D (16.5 x 21.5 x 2 cm)

**WEIGHT** (with all accessories): 1.3 lbs. (0.6 kg)

**SLING BAGS**

Easy to pack and even easier to access, the Urban Access Sling bag enables you to get to your gear quickly without taking off the pack.

**KEY FEATURES**
- “Slings Both Ways” functionality allows a left or right shoulder position
- Ability to switch shoulders reduces fatigue on long outings
- Tripod attachment on front secures a small tripod

**WHAT FITS**
One ungripped DSLR or Mirrorless body with 2–5 lenses and a 10” tablet

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
8.6” W x 14.2” H x 4.8” D (22 x 36 x 12.3 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
9.1” W x 15.6” H x 5.9” D (23 x 39.5 x 15 cm)*

**TABLET POCKET:**
7.5” W x 9.8” H x 1” D (19 x 25 x 2.5 cm)

**WEIGHT** (with all accessories): 1.6 lbs. (0.7 kg)
TURNSTYLE® 5 V2.0
SKU: 710456, 710457

Ideal for a Mirrorless system, the TurnStyle sling bag allows you to move and shoot freely. Updated with a new stabilizer strap to hold the bag steady while active or tucks-away when not in use.

KEY FEATURES
• Easy rotation for rapid access to gear and accessories
• Stabilizer strap holds the bag steady while active or tucks-away when not in use
• Dedicated, padded pocket fits an 8” tablet

WHAT FITS
Mirrorless body, 2–4 lenses and 8” tablet

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 6.3” W x 11” H x 3.5” D (16 x 28 x 9 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 7.1” W x 13.8” H x 3.9” D (18 x 35 x 10 cm)*
SMALL TABLET COMPARTMENT: 6.3” x 8.7” x 0.4” (16 x 22 x 1 cm)
WEIGHT (with all accessories): 0.8 lb. (0.3 kg)

TURNSTYLE® 10 V2.0
SKU: 710461, 710462

Ideal for a DSLR, the TurnStyle sling bag allows you to move and shoot freely. Updated with a new stabilizer strap to hold the bag steady while active or tucks-away when not in use.

KEY FEATURES
• Easy rotation for rapid access to gear and accessories
• Stabilizer strap holds the bag steady while active or tucks-away when not in use
• Dedicated, padded pocket fits an 8” tablet

WHAT FITS
Standard size DSLR, 1–2 lenses and 8” tablet

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 7.1” W x 12.6” H x 4.8” D (18 x 32 x 12.2 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 8.3” W x 15.4” H x 5.2” D (21 x 39 x 13.2 cm)*
SMALL TABLET COMPARTMENT: 6.3” x 8.7” x 0.4” (16 x 22 x 1 cm)
WEIGHT (with all accessories): 1.0 lb. (0.4 kg)

TURNSTYLE® 20 V2.0
SKU: 710466, 710467

Ideal for a DSLR, the TurnStyle sling bag allows you to move and shoot freely. Updated with a new stabilizer strap to hold the bag steady while active or tucks-away when not in use.

KEY FEATURES
• Easy rotation for rapid access to gear and accessories
• Stabilizer strap holds the bag steady while active or tucks-away when not in use
• Dedicated, padded pocket fits an 10” tablet

WHAT FITS
Standard size DSLR, 1–3 lenses and 10” tablet

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 8.3” W x 15” H x 4.8” D (21 x 38 x 12.2 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 9.3” W x 17.3” H x 5.4” D (23.5 x 44 x 13.7 cm)*
SMALL TABLET COMPARTMENT: 8.1” x 10.2” x 0.6” (20.5 x 26 x 1.5 cm)
WEIGHT (with all accessories): 1.2 lb. (0.5 kg)

*Note that the product tapers significantly and dimensions are taken at largest point.
MODULAR ESSENTIALS SET V3.0
SKU: 700069

A set of the four most popular modular pouches. Get the R U Thirsty? water bottle pouch FREE compared to buying each component separately. Includes: Lens Changer 50 V3.0, LC75 Pop-Down V3.0, Speed Changer V3.0, R U Thirsty? V3.0

KEY FEATURES:
• Full gear kit including pouches for long lenses, wide-angles, and accessories
• All pouches are sized for today’s pro gear
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)
• Get the R U Thirsty? water bottle pouch FREE compared to buying each component separately

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
• Wide-mouth opening for quick access
• Pockets for lens caps and accessories
• Secure closure to keep your gear in place
• Removable seam-sealed rain covers (excluding R U Thirsty?)
• Grab handles and attachment points
• Midweight padding to protect your gear
• Pouches rotate or lock on a belt

WHAT FITS:
• Wide angle and standard professional zoom lenses
• 70–200mm f/2.8 or Canon EF 100–400mm f/4.5–5.6 with the lens hood reversed or in position
• Gripped camera body (lens not attached)
• Small telephoto lenses, teleconverters, RF Transceivers, or pro batteries
• See Modular Gear Fitting Guide on page 51
LENS CHANGER™ 15 V3.0
SKU: 700053
Modular lens pouch holds small lenses with the hood in shooting position, teleconverters, or prime lenses.

KEY FEATURES:
• One-hand drawstring closure secures your lenses allowing you to focus on the next shot
• Wide-mouth opening for quick one-handed access
• Outer stretch pocket provides space for a lens cap
• Lens cover can be tucked away when not in use
• Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
• Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

WHAT FITS:
• Smaller lenses such as 50mm f/1.4, 85mm f/1.8 and teleconverters
• Other lenses without the hood can fit, such as the Canon 100mm macro

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
6” H x 3.3” Diameter (15.2 x 8.4 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
6.4” H x 3.7” Diameter (16.3 x 9.4 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.2 lbs (0.1 kg)

LENS CHANGER™ 25 V3.0
SKU: 700054
Modular belt pouch for regular and smaller zoom lenses, medium-size prime lenses with the hood in shooting position.

KEY FEATURES:
• One-hand drawstring closure secures your lenses allowing you to focus on the next shot
• Wide-mouth opening for quick one-handed access
• Outer stretch pocket provides space for a lens cap
• Lens cover can be tucked away when not in use
• Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
• Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

WHAT FITS:
• Zoom lenses, such as the 14–24mm f/2.8, 24–70mm f/4, with the lens hood attached in the reversed position
• 100mm or 105mm macro lenses with the hood reversed
• 24–105mm f/4 or 70–300mm f/4–5.6 with the hood in the shooting position

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
8.8” H x 4.3” Diameter (22.4 x 10.9 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.0” H x 4.5” Diameter (22.9 x 11.4 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.3 lbs (0.1 kg)

LENS CHANGER™ 35 V3.0
SKU: 700055
Modular pouch holds a 24–70mm f/2.8 lens with lens hood in shooting position, or other similar size lenses.

KEY FEATURES:
• One-hand drawstring closure secures your lenses allowing you to focus on the next shot
• Wide-mouth opening for quick one-handed access
• Outer stretch pocket provides space for a lens cap
• Lens cover can be tucked away when not in use
• Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
• Grab handle
• Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

WHAT FITS:
• 24–70mm f/2.8 with the lens hood in the shooting position
• 100mm macro with the lens hood in the shooting position
• 70–200mm f/4 with the lens hood reversed

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” H x 4.5” Diameter (18.5 x 11.4 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.3 lbs (0.1 kg)

LENS CHANGER™ 50 V3.0
SKU: 700056
Modular pouch holds wide-angle lenses with hoods in shooting position.

KEY FEATURES:
• One-hand drawstring closure secures your lenses allowing you to focus on the next shot
• Wide-mouth opening for quick one-handed access
• Outer stretch pocket provides space for a lens cap
• Lens cover can be tucked away when not in use
• Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
• Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

WHAT FITS:
• 16–35mm f/2.8 with the lens hood in the shooting position
• 11–24mm f/4 with the lens hood in the shooting position
• 24mm f/1.4 with the lens hood in the shooting position
• 14–24mm f/2.8 with the lens hood in the shooting position

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” H x 4.5” Diameter (18.5 x 11.4 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.3 lbs (0.1 kg)
LENS CHANGER™ 75 POP DOWN V3.0  
SKU: 700057

Modular pouch holds a 70–200mm f/2.8 lens with hood reversed or in shooting position when popped down.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- Pop-Down feature increases bag depth to keep lens hood in the shooting position
- Wide-mouth opening for quick access
- One-hand drawstring closure secures your lenses allowing you to focus on the next shot
- Outer stretch pocket provides space for a lens cap
- Lens cover can be tucked away when not in use
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand
- Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

**WHAT FITS:**
- 70–200mm f/2.8 with the lens hood and tripod collar attached and lens hood in shooting position when pouch is “popped-down”
- Other similarly sized lenses

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
9.5–13” H x 4.5” Diameter (24.1–33 x 11.4 cm)  
**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
11–14” H x 5.0” Diameter (27–35.6 x 12.7 cm)  
**WEIGHT:**  
0.8 lbs (0.2 kg)

LENS CHANGER 150 V3.0  
SKU: 700058

Modular pouch holds a 150–600mm f/5–6.3 lens with hood reversed.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- One-handed vertical zipper for quick access and easy retrieval
- Shoulder Strap included
- “Lens Catcher” wing secures lens while working out of the case
- Outer stretch pockets provide space for lens cap or accessories
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Grab handle
- Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand

**WHAT FITS:**
- 150–600mm f/5–6.3
- Nikon 200–500mm
- 300mm f/2.8 (with the hood in the reversed position)

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
5.5” W x 12.7” H x 5.6” D (14 x 32 x 14.2 cm)  
**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
5.8” W x 13.4” H x 5.9” D (14.7 x 34 x 15 cm)  
**WEIGHT:**  
0.8 lbs (0.4 kg)

HUBBA HUBBA HINEY V3.0  
SKU: 700063

This beltpack/shoulder bag hybrid includes removable dividers and is a versatile lightweight solution for carrying a small camera kit, lenses or accessories.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- Multiple ways to carry — shoulder bag or belt mount
- Lightweight, compact all-in-one solution
- Attaches to Thin Skin and Pro Soeed belts (sold separately)
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Grab handle for quick carry
- Large front zippered pocket
- Stretch pockets for lens caps or other accessories
- Three removable dividers provide flexibility in organizing the bag
- One-handed zippers for convenient access
- Shoulder strap included
- Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand

**WHAT FITS:**
- 2–3 small DSLR lenses
- Mirrorless camera system with 2–3 lenses
- 70–200mm f/2.8 lying horizontally
- Ungripped DSLR with small prime lens attached, with room for another small lens or flash

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
10.6” W x 6.7” H x 4.0” D (26.9 x 17 x 10 cm)  
**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
11.4” W x 7.3” H x 5.3” D (29 x 18.5 x 13.5 cm)  
**WEIGHT:**  
1.0 lb (0.5 kg)

STUFF IT! V3.0  
SKU: 700064

Organizer belt pouch with pockets for accessories and personal items.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Organizer located in main pocket
- Valuables pocket for wallet and keys
- Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)
- Stretch front pocket
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Grab handle for quick carry
- Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand

**WHAT FITS:**
- Gripped sized batteries
- Filters
- Accessories
- RF Transceivers
- Lens pen/cleaning cloth

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
4.7” W x 6.3” H x 2.5” D (12.0 x 16 x 6.4 cm)  
**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**  
5.3” W x 6.8” H x 3.3” D (13.5 x 17.3 x 8.4 cm)  
**WEIGHT:**  
0.4 lbs (0.3 kg)
This compact pouch carries a smartphone, professional point and shoot camera, memory card wallet, or small accessories as part of the Think Tank Modular Belt System.

KEY FEATURES
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt, shoulder strap, Retrospective shoulder bag or beltpack (sold separately)
• Durable front stretch pocket
• Zippered pocket on bottom holds included seam-sealed rain cover
• Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
• Grab handle for quick carry
• Rain cover included in the bottom pocket can be put on with one hand

WHAT FITS:
• Professional point & shoot camera
• 5.5” (14cm) smartphone
• Memory card wallet
• Go Pro
• Accessories

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 3.5” W x 6.0” H x 2.0” D (8.9 x 15.2 x 5.1 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS: 3.7” W x 6.5” H x 2.5” D (9.4 x 16.5 x 6.4 cm)
WEIGHT: 0.2 lbs (0.1 kg)
Belt pouch that holds a large water bottle or other essentials.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- Folds flat when not in use
- Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)
- Durable mesh front to increase airflow and reduce condensation
- One-hand drawstring closure secures your items while allowing you to focus on the next shot
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Grab handle for quick carry

**WHAT FITS:**
- Up to 32oz water bottle
- Hat/gloves

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
7.5” H x 3.8” Diameter (19.0 x 9.7 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
8.3” H x 4.0” Diameter (21.1 x 10.0 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.2 lbs (0.1 kg)

---

Lightweight compressible modular pouch holds wide-angle lenses with the hood attached and in the shooting position.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Wide-mouth opening for quick access
- Hook-and-loop “Sound Silencers” offer discretion
- Main compartment can be divided to hold multiple items
- Lightweight, flexible, and compressible
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Front zippered pocket for lens cap and accessories
- Inner pocket for accessories
- Grab handle and attachment points
- Seam-sealed rain cover included
- Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

**WHAT FITS:**
- 14–24mm f/2.8 (lens hood built-in)
- 16–35mm f/2.8 with lens hood in shooting position
- 11–24mm f/4 with lens hood in shooting position
- 24–70mm f/2.8 with lens hood reversed

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
5.5” W x 7” H x 4” D (14 x 17.8 x 10.2 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.4 lb (0.2 kg)

---

Lightweight, compressible pouch accommodates a 70–200mm f/2.8 lens with hood reversed or in shooting position when popped down.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Pop-down feature allows hood in shooting position
- Hook-and-loop “Sound Silencers” offer discretion
- Lightweight, flexible, and compressible
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Front zippered pocket for lens cap and accessories
- Inner pocket for accessories
- Grab handle and attachment points
- Seam-sealed rain cover included
- Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

**WHAT FITS:**
- 70–200mm f/2.8 with the lens hood in position
- 100–400mm f/4 with the lens hood in position
- 80–400mm f/4.5–5.6 with the lens hood in position
- Also holds a zoom lens such as the 24–70mm f/2.8 with the lens hood in position

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
5.5” W x 10–14” H x 4” D (14 x 25.4–35.6 x 10.2 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.5 lb (0.2 kg)

---

Lightweight compressible modular pouch holds 1 gripped body or 2 smaller lenses.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Pop-down feature allows bag to expand 3.6 inches for additional capacity
- Hook-and-loop “Sound Silencers” offer discretion
- Lightweight, flexible, and compressible
- Pouch rotates or locks on a belt
- Front zippered pocket for lens cap and accessories
- Inner pocket for accessories
- Grab handle and attachment points
- Seam-sealed rain cover included
- Attaches to any Think Tank belt or beltpack (sold separately)

**WHAT FITS:**
- 1 gripped DSLR body (body only) with L-Bracket attached
- 70–200mm with hood reversed
- 24–70mm with hood in shooting position
- 2 smaller telephoto lenses

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
7.5” W x 8.2–11.8” H x 4” D (19.5 x 20.8–30 x 10.2 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.6 lb (0.3 kg)
THIN SKIN BELT V3.0 (S-M-L)
SKU: 700037
Thin belt with robust support for attaching modular components.
KEY FEATURES:
• Lightweight webbing belt is great for travel — folds into a compact size
• Adjustable buckle stops prevent belt from loosening yet are easy to resize
• Essential part of Think Tank’s Modular Belt System (components sold separately)
ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
• Compatible with Keep It Up strap and Pixel Racing Harness
• Ability to rotate or lock components on the belt
• Integrates with most Think Tank backpacks
SPECIFICATIONS:
Note: For the most accurate results, measure your waist with a tape measure over your clothing.
SMALL–MEDIUM–LARGE
Size: 27–42” (68–106 cm) based on actual waist measurement over clothing
WEIGHT: 0.38 lbs (0.17 kg)

PRO SPEED BELT V3.0
SKU: 700005, 700008, 700011
Fully padded waist-belt for attaching modular components.
KEY FEATURES:
• All belt edges are padded for comfort and support
• Adjustable buckle stops prevent belt from loosening yet are easy to resize
• Essential part of Think Tank’s Modular Belt System (components sold separately)
ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
• Ability to rotate or lock components on the belt
• Compatible with Keep It Up strap and Pixel Racing Harness
• Integrates with most Think Tank backpacks
• Allows pouches to rotate 360° around the belt
SPECIFICATIONS:
Note: For the most accurate results, measure your waist with a tape measure over your clothing.
SMALL–MEDIUM
Size: 27–34” (68–85 cm) based on actual waist measurement over clothing
Weight: 0.5 lbs (0.22 kg)
MEDIUM–LARGE
Size: 32–42” (81–106 cm) based on actual waist measurement over clothing
Weight: 0.55 lbs (0.25 kg)
LARGE–XL
Size: 38–48” (96–122 cm) based on actual waist measurement over clothing
Weight: 0.65 lbs (0.3 kg)

PIXEL RACING HARNESS V3.0
SKU: 700018
Shoulder strap provides vertical support to Think Tank belts and belt packs.
KEY FEATURES:
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt (sold separately) to distribute weight between your shoulders and waist
• Additional attachment points, D Rings and a stretch pocket
• Airmesh for comfort and breathability
ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
• Compatible with our Camera Support Straps V2.0
• Attachment point for the Little Stuff It! pouch
• Lightly padded, lightweight and compressible
SPECIFICATIONS:
Folded Dimensions: 8.5" x 2" x 3" (22 x 5 x 8 cm)
SIZING:
Fits anyone from 5’ to 6’ 5” tall (152 cm to 196 cm tall)
WEIGHT: 0.5 lbs (0.2 kg)

CAMERA CLIP ADAPTER V3.0
SKU: 700039
Belt attachment for the Peak Design Capture Clip or SpiderLight camera clip. Allows the clip to rotate on any Think Tank belt for better workflow.
KEY FEATURES:
• Accommodates Peak Design Capture Clip (standard and pro models) and the Spider brand SpiderLight and SpiderPro camera clips
• Rotate a camera clip on a belt for better workflow
• Attaches to any Think Tank belt
• Foam padding to protect your camera from bounce when using a long lens
• Grab handle for quick carry
WHAT FITS:
• Peak Design Capture Clip and Capture Clip Pro with long screws
• Spider brand SpiderLight and SpiderPro camera clips
• Gripped or ungripped body with up to a 70–200mm f/2.8 or equivalent sized lens.
DIMENSIONS:
4.7” W x 10.2” H x 1.2” D (12 x 26 x 3 cm)
WEIGHT: 0.2 lbs (0.1 kg)
### FIND YOUR GEAR

#### LENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14-24mm f/2.8</th>
<th>24-70mm f/2.8</th>
<th>50mm f/1.4</th>
<th>70-200mm f/4</th>
<th>70-300mm f/4-f/5.6</th>
<th>80-400mm f/4-5.6</th>
<th>100-150mm f/4.5-5.6</th>
<th>150-500mm f/5.6-6.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
<td>❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦ ❦</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BODY

- **DSLR - Ungripped**
- **DSLR - Gripped**

#### ACCESSORIES

- **Compact Camera**
- **Canon 600EX II-RT**
- **Nikon SB-5000 AF**
- **Flash Mob V3.0**
- **20 Bottle**
- **Teleconverter**

#### Included in Modular Set

- **Phone Or Compact Camera**
- **Skin 75 Pop Down V3.0**
- **Little Stuff It! V3.0**
- **R U Thirsty? V3.0**
- **Thin Skin Belt V3.0**
- **Pro Speed Belt V3.0**

#### Key

- ❦ Best gear fit
- ❦ Lens fits with lens hood reversed

---

### BUILDING YOUR COMPLETE MODULAR BELT SYSTEM

**CHOOSE YOUR BELT**

- **Thin Skin Belt V3.0**
  - One size fits all

- **Pro Speed Belt V3.0**
  - S-M: 27 – 34"
  - M-L: 32 – 42"
  - L-XL: 38 – 48"

**CHOOSE YOUR POUCHES**

- **Lens Changer 15 V3.0**
- **Lens Changer 25 V3.0**
- **Lens Changer 35 V3.0**
- **Lens Changer 50 V3.0**
- **Lens Changer 150 V3.0**
- **Skin 75 Pop Down V3.0**
- **Skin 50 V3.0**
- **Skin Changer V3.0**
- **Speed Changer V3.0**
- **Flasch Mob V3.0**
- **Skin Changer Pop Down V3.0**
- **Little Stuff It! V3.0**
- **Stuff It! V3.0**
- **Hubba Hubba Hiney V3.0**

---

### CHOOSE YOUR POUCHES

- **32 oz. H2O Bottle**
LENS CASE DUO 5
SKU: 700073, 700074

Dual opening protective lens cases available in a range of sizes.

KEY FEATURES
• Dual access to your gear in a bag or on your belt
• Dual outer stretch pockets provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth
• Soft zipper protectors and plush interior lining to protect your valuable investment

WHAT FITS without lens hood:
• Canon/Nikon: 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6
• Canon: 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6
• Canon/Nikon: 50mm f/1.4
• Nikon: 55-200mm f/4-5.6 AF-S
• Olympus: 12-40mm f/2.8, 40-150mm f/4-5.6
• Fuji: 16mm f/1.4, 56mm f/1.2, 18-55mm 2.8-4

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
3” D x 4.6” H (7.5 x 11.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
3.7” D x 4.9” H (9.5 x 12.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.2 lb. (0.1 kg)

LENS CASE DUO 10
SKU: 700075, 700076

Dual opening protective lens cases available in a range of sizes.

KEY FEATURES
• Dual access to your gear in a bag or on your belt
• Dual outer stretch pockets provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth
• Soft zipper protectors and plush interior lining to protect your valuable investment

WHAT FITS without lens hood:
• Canon/Nikon: 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6
• Canon/Nikon: 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6
• Tamron/Sigma: 18-400mm f/3.5-6.3
• Nikon: 18-300mm f/3.5-5.6
• Nikon: 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5
• Tokina: 11-16mm f/2.8
• Canon/Nikon: 24mm f/1.4
• Canon/Nikon: 35mm f/1.4
• Canon/Sony: 100mm f/2.8
• Nikon: 105mm f/2.8

WHAT FITS without lens hood:
• Canon/Nikon: 100mm f/2.8
• Nikon: 105mm f/2.8

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
3” D x 5.7” H (7.5 x 14.5 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
3.4” D x 6.1” H (9.5 x 15.5 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.2 lb. (0.1 kg)

LENS CASE DUO 15
SKU: 700077, 700078

Dual opening protective lens cases available in a range of sizes.

KEY FEATURES
• Dual access to your gear in a bag or on your belt
• Shoulder strap included
• Dual outer stretch pockets provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth

WHAT FITS without lens hood:
• Canon/Nikon: 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6
• Canon/Nikon: 19-200mm f/3.5-5.6
• Tamron: 18-400mm f/3.5-6.3
• Nikon: 18-300mm f/3.5-5.6
• Nikon: 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5
• Tokina: 11-16mm f/2.8
• Canon/Nikon: 24mm f/1.4
• Canon/Nikon: 35mm f/1.4
• Canon/Sony: 100mm f/2.8
• Nikon: 105mm f/2.8

WHAT FITS without lens hood:
• Canon/Nikon: 100mm f/2.8
• Nikon: 105mm f/2.8

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
3.4” D x 6.7” H (8.5 x 17 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
4.1” D x 7.1” H (10.5 x 18 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.2 lb. (0.1 kg)
Dual opening protective lens cases available in a range of sizes.

KEY FEATURES
- Dual access to your gear in a bag or on your belt
- Shoulder strap included
- Dual outer stretch pockets provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth

WHAT FITS with hood attached and reversed:
- Canon/Nikon/Sony: 24-70mm f/2.8
- Canon: 24-105mm f/4
- Nikon: 14-24mm f/2.8
- Sony: 85mm f/1.4
- Canon/Sony: 100mm f/2.8
- Nikon: 105mm f/2.8

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
4.3” D x 6.5” H (10.8 x 16.5 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
5.0” D x 6.9” H (12.8 x 17.5 cm)
WEIGHT:
0.3 lb. (0.1 kg)

LENS CASE DUO 20
SKU: 700079, 700080

Dual opening protective lens cases available in a range of sizes.

KEY FEATURES
- Dual access to your gear in a bag or on your belt
- Shoulder strap included
- Dual outer stretch pockets provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth

WHAT FITS with hood attached and reversed:
- Canon: 16-35mm f/2.8
- Nikon: 17-35mm f/2.8
- Canon: 11-24mm f/4

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
4.8” D x 6.8” H (12.2 x 17.2 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
5.6” D x 7.2” H (14.2 x 18.2 cm)
WEIGHT:
0.4 lb. (0.2 kg)

LENS CASE DUO 30
SKU: 700081, 700082

Dual opening protective lens cases available in a range of sizes.

KEY FEATURES
- Dual access to your gear in a bag or on your belt
- Shoulder strap included
- Dual outer stretch pockets provide space for a lens cap or a cleaning cloth

WHAT FITS with hood attached and reversed:
- Canon/Nikon/Sony: 70-200mm f/2.8
- Canon/Sony: 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6
- Nikon: 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
4.5” D x 9.9” H (11.4 x 25 cm)
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
5.3” D x 10.2” H (13.4 x 26 cm)
WEIGHT:
0.4 lb. (0.2 kg)

LENS CASE DUO 40
SKU: 700083, 700084
**DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 5**
SKU: 710858

Unique holster developed specifically for small to medium Mirrorless camera and a lens or a fixed lens super zoom camera.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Designed to form-fit small–medium Mirrorless bodies or a fixed lens super zoom camera
- Top opening provides quick access
- Use included shoulder strap or belt-mount on any modular compatible belts

**WHAT FITS**
Medium size Mirrorless body with up to a 3.3” (8.4 cm) long lens attached

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
5.1” W x 3.5” H x 5.3” D (13 x 9 x 13.5 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
6.3” W x 4.5” H x 6.3” D (16 x 11.5 x 16 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.7 lb. (0.3 kg) with all accessories

---

**DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 10 V2.0**
SKU: 710861

Unique holster developed for compact DSLR or small camera body with kit or small prime lens attached.

**KEY FEATURES**
- “Pop Down” increases bag height for a lens hood or a telephoto lens
- Shoulder bag attaches to all Think Tank belts and bags with Modular Rails
- Side attachment rail to connect small Modular or Skin component to holster

**WHAT FITS**
- Compact DSLR
- Or larger Mirrorless systems

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
6.3” W x 6-8.25” H x 4” D (16 x 15.2–21 x 10 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
6.8” W x 7.3–10.3” H x 5” D (17.1 x 18.4–26 x 12.7 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
1.0 lb. (0.4 kg) with all accessories

---

**DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 20 V2.0**
SKU: 710866

Unique holster developed for standard DSLR, 24–70 f/2.8 with hood in shooting position or 70–200mm f/2.8 with hood reversed.

**KEY FEATURES**
- “Pop Down” increases bag height for a lens hood or a telephoto lens
- Shoulder bag attaches to all Think Tank belts and bags with Modular Rails
- Side attachment rail to connect small Modular or Skin component to holster

**WHAT FITS**
- Standard DSLR, 24–70 f/2.8 (hood in shooting position), 70–200mm f/2.8 (hood reversed)

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
7.3’’ W x 8–11.5’’ H x 5’’ D (18.4 x 20.3–29.2 x 12.7 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
8” W x 9.5–12.5” H x 5.5” D (20.3 x 24.1–31.8 x 14 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
1.1 lbs. (0.5 kg) with all accessories
DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 30 V2.0
SKU: 710871
Unique holster developed for a regular size DSLR with a 70–200mm f/2.8 and lens hood in shooting position.

KEY FEATURES
• “Pop Down” increases bag height for a lens hood or a telephoto lens
• Shoulder bag attaches to all Think Tank belts and bags with Modular Rails
• Side attachment rail to connect small Modular or Skin component to holster

WHAT FITS
Standard DSLR, 70–200mm f/2.8

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” W x 11.3–14.3” H x 5” D (18.4 x 28.6–36.2 x 12.7 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
8” W x 13–16” H x 5.5” D (20.3 x 33–40.6 x 14 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.2 lbs. (0.6 kg) with all accessories

DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 40 V2.0
SKU: 710876
Unique holster developed for gripped DSLR with a 24–70mm f/2.8 lens hood in shooting position.

KEY FEATURES
• “Pop Down” increases bag height for a lens hood or a telephoto lens
• Shoulder bag attaches to all Think Tank belts and bags with Modular Rails
• Side attachment rail to connect small Modular or Skin component to holster

WHAT FITS
Gripped DSLR, 24–70mm f/2.8

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” W x 8–11.5” H x 7.3” D (18.4 x 20.3–29.2 x 18.4 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
8” W x 9.5–12.5” H x 8” D (20.3 x 24.1–31.8 x 20.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.2 lbs. (0.5 kg) with all accessories

DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 50 V2.0
SKU: 710881
Unique holster developed for gripped DSLR with a 70–200mm f/2.8 with lens hood in shooting position.

KEY FEATURES
• “Pop Down” increases bag height for a lens hood or a telephoto lens
• Shoulder bag attaches to all Think Tank belts and bags with Modular Rails
• Side attachment rail to connect small Modular or Skin component to holster

WHAT FITS
Gripped DSLR with 70–200mm f/2.8 attached
• Or gripped DSLR with Tamron 150–600mm f/5.6 attached, lens hood reversed, holster popped-down

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” W x 11.3–14.3” H x 7.3” D (18.4 x 28.6–36.2 x 18.4 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
8” W x 13–16” H x 8” D (20.3 x 33–44.6 x 20.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.3 lbs. (0.6 kg) with all accessories
DIGITAL HOLSTER™ 150
SKU: 710883

Quick access and transport for your super telephoto zoom.

KEY FEATURES
• Designed to form fit a 150–600mm or equivalent sized lens with body attached
• Quick access top opening
• Carry with the included shoulder strap or belt mount*

WHAT FITS
Holds a gripped or un-gripped camera body with up to a 12” (30.5cm) lens attached

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” W x 15.3” H x 7.3” D (18.4 x 39 x 18.4 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
8” W x 16” H x 8” D (20.3 x 40.6 x 20.3 cm)

WEIGHT:
1.7 lbs. (0.8 kg) with all accessories

* Belt sold separately
PIXEL SUNSCREEN™ V2.0
SKU: 740701
Portable sun shade for up to 17" laptops and monitors; collapses for compact storage.

KEY FEATURES
• Shaded viewing when working in bright conditions
• Pullover head cover for extreme conditions and extra privacy
• Side and back openings for routing cords and cables

WHAT FITS
Up to 17" laptops & monitors

WEIGHT:
1.2 lbs. (0.54 kg)

HYDROPHOBIA® DM 300–600 V3.0 RAIN COVER
SKU: 740631
Hydrophobia rain covers are highest quality and most protective rain cover on the market.

KEY FEATURES:
• 3-layer material for superior durability
• Seam-sealed for maximum protection in downpour or dusty conditions
• Eyepiece allows full access to viewfinder while protecting your camera (eyepiece required for proper use—sold separately)

WHAT FITS
• Compatible with super telephoto lenses (300mm f/2.8 up to 800mm f/5.6)
• Compatible with standard or gripped DSLRs with a Hydrophobia eyepiece attached (eyepiece sold separately)

RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS:
27.1" L x 5.1–7.9" Diameter (69 x 13–20 cm)

600MM LENS EXTENSION SLEEVE
DIMENSIONS:
6.9” L x 5.1–7.9” Diameter (16 x 13–20 cm)

WEIGHT:
14.9 oz (424 g) rain cover only
Hydrophobia rain covers are highest quality and most protective rain cover on the market.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- 3-layer material for superior durability
- Seam-sealed for maximum protection in downpour or dusty conditions
- Eyepiece allows full access to viewfinder while protecting your camera (eyepiece required for proper use—sold separately)

**WHAT FITS**
DSLR camera body with a 70-200mm f/2.8 or similar sized lens attached with hood in shooting position. Fit is dependent on both lens and eyepiece compatibility. View our Eyepieces to find a compatible eyepiece for your camera body.

**RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS:**
18.1” long x 3.9”–5.5” Diameter (46 x 10–14 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
10.5 oz (300 g) rain cover only

---

Hydrophobia rain covers are highest quality and most protective rain cover on the market.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- 3-layer material for superior durability
- Seam-sealed for maximum protection in downpour or dusty conditions
- Eyepiece allows full access to viewfinder while protecting your camera (eyepiece required for proper use—sold separately)

**WHAT FITS**
Mirrorless full-frame camera body with a 70–200mm f/2.8 or similar sized lens attached with hood in shooting position. Fit is dependent on both lens and eyepiece compatibility. View our Eyepieces to find a compatible eyepiece for your camera body.

**RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS:**
13.8” long x 3.9”–5.5” Diameter (35 x 10–14 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
9.5 oz (275 g) rain cover only

---

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- For the most accurate results, measure your waist with a tape measure over your clothing.

**SMALL–MEDIUM–LARGE**
Size: 27–42” (68–106 cm) based on actual waist measurement over clothing

**WEIGHT:**
0.38 lbs. (0.17 kg)

---

Hydrophobia rain covers are highest quality and most protective rain cover on the market.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- 3-layer material for superior durability
- Seam-sealed for maximum protection in downpour or dusty conditions
- Eyepiece allows full access to viewfinder while protecting your camera (eyepiece required for proper use—sold separately)

**WHAT FITS**
Designed specifically for Sony full-frame Mirrorless cameras with 24-70mm f/2.8 or similar sized lens attached with hood in shooting position. Fit is dependent on both lens and eyepiece compatibility. View our Eyepieces to find a compatible eyepiece for your camera body.

**RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS:**
18.1” long x 3.9”–5.5” Diameter (46 x 10–14 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
10.5 oz (300 g) rain cover only

---

Hydrophobia rain covers are highest quality and most protective rain cover on the market.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- 3-layer material for superior durability
- Seam-sealed for maximum protection in downpour or dusty conditions
- Eyepiece allows full access to viewfinder while protecting your camera (eyepiece required for proper use—sold separately)

**WHAT FITS**
DSLR camera body with a 24–70mm f/2.8 or similar sized lens attached with hood in shooting position. Fit is dependent on both lens and eyepiece compatibility. View our Eyepieces to find a compatible eyepiece for your camera body.

**RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS:**
18.1” long x 3.9”–5.5” Diameter (46 x 10–14 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
10.5 oz (300 g) rain cover only

---

Eyepiece (sold separately) required for proper use
HYDROPHOBIA® EYEPIECES
SKU: 740639, 740641, 740646, 740642, 740644, 740645

Waterproof eyepiece required for use with Think Tank Photo Hydrophobia rain covers.

WHAT FITS
EP-NSI: Fits Nikon screw-in eyepiece mounts. Fits the D5, D4, D4S, D850, D810, D800E, D800, D700, D500 and others
EP-N: Fits most Nikon DSLR cameras such as the D750, D610, D300s, D5300, D5500, D3300 and others
EP-S: Fits Sony a7/a9 series and A77
EP-NZ: Fits Nikon Z6 & Z7
EP-15: Fits Canon 6D MII, 80D, 70D, 5D MII, Canon Eyecup Eb
EP-20: Fits Canon 5Ds, 5D MII, 5D MIII, 1D MIII, 1D MIV, 1DX, 1DX MII, 7D, 7D MII, Olympus E3 and E30, Canon Eyecup Eg
EP-F: Fits Fuji X-H1, X-T3, X-T2, X-T1, GFX-50s

EMERGENCY RAIN COVER - LARGE
SKU:740622
Never let the weather catch you off guard. Protect your expensive long glass with an Emergency Rain Cover that folds up and fits neatly in your camera kit — then quickly deployed at the first sign of foul weather.
KEY FEATURES
• Seam-sealed for extreme protection in downpour or dusty conditions
• Compresses into an included compact carrying pouch
• Oversize window to view your LCD and controls
WHAT FITS
• Gripped or ungripped camera bodies
• 24–70mm f/2.8
• 70–200mm f/2.8
• 200–500mm f/5.6
• 200–400mm f/4
• 400mm f/2.8
• 500mm f/4
• 600mm f/4
RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS
18.9” long x 3.1”–5.5” adjustable diameter
WEIGHT
4 oz (114 g)

EMERGENCY RAIN COVER - MEDIUM
SKU:740619
The Emergency Rain Covers are a simple, compact solution to protect your gear from a downpour or dusty conditions.
KEY FEATURES
• Seam-sealed for extreme protection in downpour or dusty conditions
• Compresses into an included compact carrying pouch
• Oversize window to view your LCD and controls
WHAT FITS
• Gripped or standard camera bodies
• 24–70mm f/2.8
• 70–200mm f/2.8
• 150–600mm f/5.6–6.3
• 200–500mm f/5.6
• 200–400mm f/4
• 400mm f/2.8
• 500mm f/4
• 600mm f/4
RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS
27.6” long x 5.1”–7.9” adjustable diameter
WEIGHT
3.5 oz (107 g)

EMERGENCY RAIN COVER - SMALL
SKU: 740618
The Emergency Rain Covers are a simple, compact solution to protect your gear from a downpour or dusty conditions.
KEY FEATURES
• Seam-sealed for extreme protection in downpour or dusty conditions
• Compresses into an included compact carrying pouch
• Oversize window to view your LCD and controls
WHAT FITS
• Gripped or standard camera bodies
• 16–35mm f/2.8
• 14–24mm f/2.8
• 24–105mm f/4
• 24–70mm f/2.8
RAIN COVER DIMENSIONS
12.2” long x 3.1”–5.5” adjustable diameter
WEIGHT
3 oz (85 g)
### RED WHIPS™ V2.0
**SKU:** 740964

12-pack of adjustable elastic cable ties built to withstand the daily rigors of working professionals.

**KEY FEATURES**
- 10 medium sized and 2 longer red whips for flexibility in organization
- Easy slider adjustment allows tie downs to be quick and secure
- Bright red color keeps them visible in your bag
- Great for keeping your cables organized and orderly

**WHAT FITS**
Secure and organize your cables, chargers, etc.

**LENGTH**
- Medium = 6" (16 cm), Long = 7.5" (19 cm)

**WEIGHT**
0.02 lb (0.01 kg)

---

### CREDENTIALED HOLDER SHORT V2.0
**SKU:** 740976

Convenient pouch for press credential or trade show pass, smart phone and other necessities.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Large pocket holds most smart phones with hook and loop closure for security
- Oversize clear panel provides exceptional visibility to credentials
- Belt loop attachment or included adjustable lanyard

**WHAT FITS**
Show pass, credentials, energy bars, smartphone, pens, notebook, business cards

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS**
5.6 W x 7" H (14 x 17.8 cm)

**CREDENTIAL DIMENSION**
4.8" W x 3.5" H (12.2 x 8.9 cm)

**WEIGHT**
0.1 lb (0.1 kg)

---

### CREDENTIALED HOLDER TALL V2.0
**SKU:** 740977

Convenient pouch for larger press credentials or trade show pass, smart phone and other necessities.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Large pocket holds most smart phones with hook and loop closure for security
- Tall oversize clear panel provides exceptional visibility to credentials
- Belt loop attachment or included adjustable lanyard

**WHAT FITS**
Show pass, credentials, energy bars, smartphone, pens, notebook, business cards

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS**
5.5" W x 9.4" H (14 x 23.9 cm)

**CREDENTIAL DIMENSION**
4.8" W x 7.2" H

**WEIGHT**
0.1 lb (0.1 kg)

---

### CAMERA SUPPORT STRAPS V2.0
**SKU:** 740258

Connects the Think Tank Camera Strap to most Think Tank backpacks or harness to reduce stress on neck and shoulders.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Simplified and durable attachments for Think Tank backpacks and harnesses (excluding Perception and Urban Approach backpacks)
- Metal clips provide attachment points on harness for Think Tank Camera Strap
- Supports 1 gripped or 2 standard DSLRs with lenses attached

**WHAT FITS**
1 gripped or 2 standard DSLR cameras with lenses attached

**LENGTH**
6"–19" (15.2–48.3 cm)

**WEIGHT**
0.2 lb (0.1 kg)

---

### BACKPACK CONVERSION STRAPS
**SKU:** 710841

Converts an Urban Disguise shoulder bag, My 2nd Brain laptop case or an Artificial Intelligence laptop case into a backpack

**KEY FEATURES**
- Adjustable sternum strap for stability
- Compatible with Think Tank Photo Camera Support Straps

**WHAT FITS**
- Compatible with Urban Disguise 35, 40, 50, 60, 70 Pro (V1.0, V2.0, and Classic)
- Artificial Intelligence 13, 15, 17 (V1.0, V2.0 or V3.0)
- My 2nd Brain Briefcase 13, 15

**WEIGHT**
.05 lbs (0.02 kg)
PIXEL POCKET ROCKET™
SKU: 740209, 740217

Convenient folding wallet for 10 CF or XQD memory cards that fits easily in your pocket or attaches to your belt or bags

WHAT FITS
• 10 CF memory cards
• 10 XQD memory cards

FOLDED:
4.75” W x 2.75” H x 0.5” D (12.1 x 7 x 1.3 cm)

SECURE PIXEL POCKET ROCKET™
SKU: 740232, 740233

The Secure Pixel Pocket Rocket has zippered pockets providing maximum security for multiple card sizes.

KEY FEATURES
• Zippered closures fit CF, SD, XQD, and/or Micro SD
• Belt-mount option
• Clear identification window
• Removable lanyard to attach to clothing or bag

WHAT FITS
6 CF memory cards OR 6 XQD memory cards OR 12 SD memory cards OR Micro SD memory cards

FOLDED:
4.5” L x 2.5” W x .5” H (11.5 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm)

PEE WEE PIXEL POCKET ROCKET™
SKU: 740210, 740218

Convenient wallet for 4 CF and 3 SD memory cards that fits easily in your pocket or attaches to your belt or bags

KEY FEATURES
• Compact and fits easily in your pocket
• Built in business card holder makes for easy identification
• Can be attached to clothing with included lanyard

WHAT FITS
4 CF memory cards AND 3 SD memory cards

FOLDED:
4.5” L x 2.5” W x .5” H (11.5 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm)

CABLE MANAGEMENT™ 10 V2.0
SKU: 740241

Small zippered pouch with a clear window for quick contents identification.

KEY FEATURES
• Clear panels to easily identify contents
• Business card slot allows for identification or listing the contents
• Contains three Red Whips, adjustable cable ties

WHAT FITS
AC adapters, cables, flash drives

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” W x 4” H x 1.8” D (18.5 x 10.2 x 4.6 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.1 lb (0.1 kg)

CABLE MANAGEMENT™ 20 V2.0
SKU: 740244

Medium-sized zippered pouch with a clear window for quick contents identification.

KEY FEATURES
• Clear panels to easily identify contents
• Business card slot allows for identification or listing the contents
• Grab and Go handle

WHAT FITS
Pocket Wizards, large batteries, external hard drives

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.3” W x 6.9” W x 1.4” D (18.5 x 17.5 x 3.6 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.2 lb (0.1 kg)

CABLE MANAGEMENT™ 30 V2.0
SKU: 740247

High capacity, dividable zippered pouch with a clear window for quick contents identification.

KEY FEATURES
• Clear panels to easily identify contents
• Business card slot allows for identification or listing the contents
• Grab and Go handle

WHAT FITS
2 pro size flashes, large battery packs, microphones

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.8” W x 7.8” H x 2.7” D (19.8 x 19.8 x 6.9 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.2 lb (0.1 kg)
SD PIXEL POCKET ROCKET™
SKU: 740211, 740219
Convenient wallet for 9 SD memory cards that fits easily in your pocket or attaches to your belt or bags.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Compact and fits easily in your pocket
- Built in business card holder makes for easy identification
- Can be attached to clothing with included lanyard

**WHAT FITS**
9 SD memory cards

**FOLDED:**
4.5” L x 2.5” W x .5” H (11.5 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm)

CF/SD + BATTERY WALLET
SKU: 740971
Lightweight, secure, and convenient wallet for your spare memory card and battery.

**KEY FEATURES**
- One place for 1 back-up battery and 1 CF or SD card
- Clear window helps to identify empty vs. full cards
- Hook and loop closures keep your valuables secure

**WHAT FITS**
1 CF memory card or 1 SD memory card, 1 camera battery (mirrorless, compact or standard DSLR)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
2.4” W x 2.8” H x 1.5” D (6 x 7 x 4 cm)
Dimensions taken when fully loaded

**WEIGHT:**
0.03 lb (0.01 kg)

AA BATTERY HOLDER
SKU: 740970
Soft, compact case for carrying 8 AA batteries.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Carries 8 AA batteries
- Folds in half to close
- Flattens when empty

**WHAT FITS**
8 AA Batteries

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
3” W x 3” H x 0.5” D (7.6 x 7.6 x 1.3 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.05 lb (0.02 kg)

PRO DSLR BATTERY HOLDER
SKU: 740967
Soft, compact case for carrying 2 pro-size DSLR batteries.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Slim, compact design folds in half for easy and safe battery storage
- Individual pockets for each battery
- Flattens when empty

**WHAT FITS**
2 pro-size batteries for Canon 1D and Nikon D3/D4 series cameras

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
5.5” W x 4” H x 0.4” D (14 x 10.1 x 1 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.02 lb (0.01 kg)

DSLR BATTERY HOLDERS
SKU: 740969, 740968
Compact carrier for up to 2 OR 4 standard DSLR batteries.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Compact carrier for up to 2 OR 4 standard DSLR batteries
- Compresses flat when not in use, easily stored
- Secure hook & loop closure with top-fold design

**WHAT FITS**
Compatible with batteries found in most standard camera bodies, such as the Nikon D810, D750, D600, D7200, Canon 5D MkIII, 7D MkII, T0D, Sony A77, Fuji X-T1, etc.

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
4 batteries - 7.5” W x 3” H x 0.4” D (19 x 7.5 x 1 cm)
2 batteries - 3.9” W x 3” H x 0.4” D (10 x 7.5 x 1 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.02 lb (0.01 kg)

CAMERA STRAP V2.0
SKU: 740253, 740254
Lightweight camera strap has non-slip material on both sides and the strength to support pro-size camera bodies with pro lenses attached.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Non-slip material on both sides of strap
- Metal rings provide attachment points for the Think Tank Camera Support Straps
- Available in two colors, blue and grey, to quickly differentiate between two similar camera bodies

**WHAT FITS**
Any DSLR, super telephoto lens, or video camera with hard points for a shoulder strap

**DIMENSIONS OF SHOULDER STRAP PORTION:**
1” W x 22” H (2.5 x 56 cm)

**DIMENSIONS OF CAMERA STRAP, END TO END:**
55” L (147 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.1 lb (0.06 kg)
A MindShift happens when we adopt a new point of view.
About MindShift

MindShift is a group of professional photographers and product designers who support the conservation and protection of our natural resources. Founded by the creators of Think Tank Photo and conservation photographer Daniel Beltrá, MindShift is dedicated to building innovative carrying solutions for those who are passionate about experiencing the natural world. Our slogan, “Engage with nature,” challenges people to not only become involved in outdoor activities, but to create a conversation about nature and our relationship to the environment.

MindShift originally introduced a revolutionary new backpack that featured a rotating belt pack, which enables the user to quickly, and easily access their gear. Featuring our patented “rotation180°” technology, the backpack was successfully backed on Kickstarter. Since then, many other users besides photographers have adopted the technology including hikers, mountain bikers, skiers, birdwatchers and fly fishermen.

Today, MindShift offers a wide range of products geared towards outdoor photography, action cameras, travel and adventure. We build our products with high quality materials, expert craftsmanship and attention to detail. Designed by the same team as Think Tank Photo, we have decades of experience in providing durable, lightweight and highly functional products that enable our customers to engage with nature.
The BackLight® 18L, with a rear-panel compartment for photo gear, allows you to access your gear without taking off the backpack.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Back-panel access to your camera gear without taking the bag off, allowing you to work out of the bag without getting your harness dirty, wet, muddy or icy
- Dedicated compartments fit up to a 13” laptop and full size tablet
- Daypack capacity! Front pockets totaling 5L carry personal gear for a day’s outing: extra layers, a light jacket, food, etc.

**WHAT FITS**
- Holds 2 standard DSLR bodies with lenses attached and 1–3 standard zoom lenses
- OR Holds 2 Mirrorless bodies with lenses attached and 3–5 lenses
- Fits up to a 13” laptop and a 10” tablet
- Fits personal gear in the 5L front compartments
- Maximum lens size: 300mm f/2.8 or 150–600mm f/5–6.3 attached to a body

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
9.4” W x 16.7” H x 5.5” D (24 x 42.5 x 14 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
10.6” W x 18.5” H x 7.1” D (27 x 47 x 18 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET:**
8.9” W x 13.8” H x 0.8” D (22.5 x 35 x 2.1 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
8.7” W x 10.2” H x 0.6” D (22 x 26 x 1.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
3.5 lbs (1.6 kg)

**VOLUME:**
18 Liters
The BackLight® 26L, with a rear-panel compartment for photo gear, allows you to access your gear without taking off the backpack.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Back-panel access provides access to all of your camera gear without taking the bag off, allowing you to work out of your bag without getting the harness dirty, wet, muddy or icy.
- Dedicated compartments fit up to a 15” laptop and full-size tablet.
- Daypack capacity! Front pockets totaling 9L carry personal gear for a day’s outing: extra layers, a light jacket, food, etc.

**WHAT FITS**
- Holds 1 standard-size DSLR and 4-6 standard zoom lenses, plus a flash
- Holds 2 large mirrorless cameras and 5-7 lenses, plus a flash
- Fits personal gear in the 9L front compartments
- Maximum lens size: 200-400 f/4 detached from body

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
10.2” W x 19.3” H x 5.9” D (26 x 49 x 15 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
11.4” W x 20.3” H x 7.9” D (29 x 51.5 x 20 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET:**
10” W x 15.3” H x 1” D (25.5 x 38.8 x 2.5 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
9.3” W x 10.2” H x 0.6” D (23.5 x 26 x 1.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
3.9lb (1.8kg)

**VOLUME:**
26 Liters

The BackLight® 36L, with a rear-panel compartment for photo gear, allows you to access your gear without taking off the backpack.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Back-panel opening provides access to all of your camera gear without taking the pack off, allowing you to work out of the bag without getting your harness dirty or wet.
- Dedicated compartments fit up to a 15” laptop and a 10” tablet.
- Daypack capacity! Front pockets totaling 11L carry personal gear for a day’s outing: extra layers, a light jacket, food, etc.

**WHAT FITS**
- Holds 2 gripped DSLRs with lenses attached and 4-6 standard zoom lenses plus a flash
- Holds 2 gripped mirrorless bodies with lenses attached and 6-8 lenses plus a flash
- Fits up to a 15” laptop and a 10” tablet
- Fits personal gear in the 11L front compartments
- Maximum lens size: 600mm f/4 detached from body

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
12.6” W x 21” H x 7.1” D (32 x 53.5 x 18 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13.8” W x 22.4” H x 10.2” D (35 x 57 x 26 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET:**
11.2” W x 16.1” H x 1” D (28.5 x 41 x 2.5 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
10.6” W x 10.2” H x 0.6” D (27 x 26 x 1.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
4.9 lbs (2.2 kg)

**VOLUME:**
36 Liters

Get deeper into the backcountry with the Backlight® Elite backpack. 45 liters of capacity provides ample room for both camera gear and adventure equipment.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Storm proof construction with YKK® AquaGuard® zippers and waterproof/tearproof Sailcloth
- Superior Fit: Robust lumbar padding, hip-hugging waistbelt, quick-dry backpanel, and foam ridges for increased ventilation
- Back and top panel access to all of your camera gear, allowing you to work out of your bag without getting your harness dirty or wet

**WHAT FITS**
- Holds 2 gripped DSLRs with lenses attached, 4-6 standard zoom lenses and a flash.
- Fits up to a 17” laptop and 10” tablet
- Fits personal gear in the 17L front and top compartments
- Maximum lens size: 600mm f/4 detached from body

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS** (Travel mode*):
13” W x 23.5” H x 8” D (33 x 59.7 x 20.3 cm)

**CAMERA COMPARTMENT:**
11.4” W x 19.3” H x 6.8” D (29 x 49 x 17.3 cm)

**LAPTOP POCKET:**
11.2” W x 16.1” H x 1” D (28.5 x 41 x 2.5 cm)

**TABLET POCKET:**
10.6” W x 10.2” H x 0.6” D (27 x 26 x 1.5 cm)

**TOTAL VOLUME:**
45L

**WEIGHT:**
3.9–6.9 lbs. (1.8–3.1 kg)

* Travel mode denotes waistbelt and top pocket removed with an empty front pocket except for a laptop.
The rotation 180° backpack’s rotating belt pack gives you instant access to your primary photo gear.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Removable sling for easy tripod attachment
- Hydration reservoir pocket (bladder not included)
- Fully adjustable shoulder straps

**WHAT FITS:**
Rotating belt pack fits a wide array of camera gear, including a gripped DSLR with up to a 70–200mm f/2.8 lens attached.

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS WITH OUTSIDE POCKETS EMPTY:**
13.5” W x 22.5” H x 10.5” D  
(34 x 57 x 27 cm)

**INTERIOR DIMENSION OF ONLY THE UPPER COMPARTMENT:**
12” W x 14” H x 8” D  
(30.5 x 35.5 x 20.3 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSION OF THE BELT PACK ONLY:**
13” W x 7” H x 7.5” D  
(33 x 17.8 x 19 cm)

**INTERIOR DIMENSION OF THE BELT PACK ONLY:**
12.5” W x 7” H x 7” D  
(31.7 x 17.8 x 17.8 cm)

**WEIGHT:** (Combined):
5.3 lbs (2.5 kg)

**BELT PACK WEIGHT:**
1.8 lbs (0.8 kg)

**BACKPACK WEIGHT:**
3.5 lbs (1.6 kg) Generally used with the belt pack in place

**VOLUME** (Combined):
2287 cubic inches or 37.5 liters (without the accessories)

**BELT PACK VOLUME:**
480” (7.87 liters)

**BACKPACK VOLUME:**
1807” (29.63 liters)

Photographer: Tony Lee  
@: www.tonyleestudio.com
Rotating belt pack provides instant access to your gear.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Dedicated hydration pocket holds up to a 3-liter reservoir (bladder not included)
- Additional room for jacket, 1–2 layers, hat, gloves, lunch, etc.
- Carry a tripod fully secured on the front of the Horizon backpack

*Horizon Rain Cover sold separately

**WHAT FITS** (example):
Canon 5D MIII with 16–35mm II f/2.8 L attached and 24–70mm II f/2.8 L, 10” tablet, clothes, food, binoculars, maps, etc.
Optional padded Photo Insert can hold additional camera equipment (sold separately)

**BACKPACK EXTERIOR:**
11” W x 24.4” H x 9.1” D (28 x 62 x 23 cm)

**BACKPACK INTERIOR:**
8.5” W x 11” H x 7.4” D (22 x 28 x 18.8 cm)

**BELTPACK EXTERIOR:**
11” W x 8.7” H x 6.7” D (28 x 22 x 17 cm)

**BELTPACK INTERIOR:**
10.4” W x 7.9” H x 5.5” D (25.5 x 20 x 14 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
- Backpack: 2.7 lbs (1.2 kg)
- Beltpack: 1.2 lbs (0.54 kg)
- Combined: 3.9 lbs (1.8 kg)

**VOLUME:**
- Backpack: 27 liters
- Beltpack: 7 liters
- Total: 34 liters

---

**ROTATION180° PANORAMA 22L**
SKU: 520220, 520221

Rotating belt pack provides instant access to your gear.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Dedicated hydration pocket holds up to a 2 liter reservoir (may hold some larger reservoirs - bladder not included)
- Seam-sealed rain cover functions with rotation technology, for extra protection in heavy downpours
- Carry a tripod fully secured on the front of the Panorama backpack

**WHAT FITS** (example):
Fuji X-Pro1 with 18-55 attached, 14mm f/2.8, 35mm f/1/4, 18mm f/2.0, 10” tablet, clothes, food, binoculars, maps, etc.
Optional padded Photo Insert can hold additional camera equipment (sold separately)

**BACKPACK EXTERIOR:**
9.8” W x 19.7” H x 8.3” L (25 x 50 x 21 cm)

**BACKPACK INTERIOR:**
9.4” W x 7.5” H x 4.7” L (24 x 19 x 12 cm)

**BELTPACK EXTERIOR:**
9.8” W x 8.2” H x 5.1” L (25 x 22 x 13 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
- Backpack: 2.0 lbs (0.9 kg)
- Beltpack: 0.9 lbs (0.4 kg)
- Total: 2.9 lbs (1.3 kg)
FIRSTLIGHT® 20L
SKU: 520354
Built for extended days of travel, the pack is carry on compatible*, comfortable enough for a long day on the trail.

KEY FEATURES
• Adjustable torso length fits small to large body types
• Robust, comfortable, and contoured harness system with 11 adjustment points
• Sized for domestic or international travel*

WHAT FITS
Holds two gripped DSLRs with 6–8 standard zoom lenses and 1–2 flashes. Maximum lens size: 600mm f/4 lens detached or a 500mm f/4 attached.

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.8” W x 21.7” H x 9” D (35 x 55 x 22.9 cm)
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.4” W x 20” H x 7.3” D (34 x 51 x 18.5 cm)
FRONT POCKET:
fits up to 17” laptop
WEIGHT:
6.0lb (2.7kg)
VOLUME:
40 Liters

FIRSTLIGHT® 30L
SKU: 520352
Built for extended days of travel, the pack is carry on compatible*, comfortable enough for a long day on the trail.

KEY FEATURES
• Adjustable torso length fits small to large body types
• Robust, comfortable, and contoured harness system with 11 adjustment points
• Sized for domestic or international travel*

WHAT FITS
Holds two gripped DSLRs with 6–8 standard zoom lenses and 1–2 flashes. Maximum lens size: 600mm f/4 lens detached or a 500mm f/4 attached.

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.8” W x 21.7” H x 9” D (35 x 55 x 22.9 cm)
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.4” W x 20” H x 7.3” D (34 x 51 x 18.5 cm)
FRONT POCKET:
fits up to 17” laptop
WEIGHT:
5.4lb (2.4kg)
VOLUME:
30 Liters

FIRSTLIGHT® 40L
SKU: 520354
Built for extended days of travel, the pack is carry on compatible*, comfortable enough for a long day on the trail.

KEY FEATURES
• Adjustable torso length fits small to large body types
• Robust, comfortable, and contoured harness system with 11 adjustment points
• Sized for domestic or international travel*

WHAT FITS
Holds two gripped DSLRs with 6–8 standard zoom lenses and 1–2 flashes. Maximum lens size: 600mm f/4 lens detached or a 500mm f/4 attached.

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.8” W x 21.7” H x 9” D (35 x 55 x 22.9 cm)
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.4” W x 20” H x 7.3” D (34 x 51 x 18.5 cm)
FRONT POCKET:
fits up to 17” laptop
WEIGHT:
6.0lb (2.7kg)
VOLUME:
40 Liters

*Check with your airline for their current carry-on requirements
The PhotoCross is built to withstand the elements, yet comfortable enough to wear on long days in the field.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Weatherproof zippers and materials
- Durable materials provide abrasion resistance
- Extra-large side panel gives you complete access to all your gear

**WHAT FITS**
Fits an ungripped DSLR or Mirrorless body, 3–5 lenses including a 70–200mm f/2.8 detached and up to a 13” laptop.

**INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
10.6” W x 17.3” H x 5.5” D (27 x 44 x 14 cm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
13” W x 19.7” H x 7.5” D (33 x 50 x 19 cm)

**LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:**
10.2” x 15” x 1” (26 x 38 x 2.5 cm)

**MAXIMUM WEIGHT** (with all accessories):
3.0 lbs. (1.4 kg)

**SHOULDER STRAP LENGTH:**
42.5–62.2” (108–158 cm) (includes length of product)

**WAIST BELT LENGTH:**
Up to 60.6” (154 cm) (includes length of product)

**VOLUME:**
20 liters

(Note that product tapers significantly and dimensions are taken at largest point)
PHOTOCROSS™ 15 BACKPACK
SKU: 520424, 520425

The PhotoCross is built to withstand the elements, yet comfortable enough to wear on long days in the field.

KEY FEATURES
- Weatherproof zippers and materials
- Durable materials provide abrasion resistance
- Extra-large side panel gives you complete access to all your gear

WHAT FITS
Fits an ungripped DSLR, 3–5 lenses including a 70–200mm f/2.8 attached and up to a 15” laptop.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
10.6’’ W x 17.3’’ H x 5.5’’ D (27 x 44 x 14 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13’’ W x 19.7’’ H x 7.5’’ D (33 x 50 x 19 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
10.2’’ x 15’’ x 1’’ (26 x 38 x 2.5 cm)

SHOULDER STRAP LENGTH:
42.5–62.2’’ (108–158 cm) (includes length of product)

WAIST BELT LENGTH:
Up to 60.6’’ (154 cm) (includes length of product)

VOLUME:
20 liters
(Note that product tapers significantly and dimensions are taken at largest point)

TRAILSCAPE 18L
SKU: 520380

The TrailScape offers a spacious interior, allowing for plenty of photo gear, yet maintains a slim and compact profile.

KEY FEATURES
- Fits a complete camera system including a 70-200mm f/2.8 attached with hood in the shooting position
- Dedicated compartment for a 13” laptop and 10” tablet
- Front zippered pocket fits 6L of extra gear to extend your adventure

WHAT FITS
- Holds one standard-size DSLR and 4–6 standard zoom lenses including a 70-200mm f/2.8 attached with hood in the shooting position
- OR holds two large Mirrorless bodies and 5–7 lenses plus a flash
- Maximum lens size: 300mm f/2.8 15” laptop.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.4’’ W x 17.3’’ H x 4.8’’ D (24 x 44 x 12 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.8’’ W x 18.1’’ H x 7.1’’ D (25 x 46 x 18 cm)

LAPTOP:
8.9’’ W x 14.2’’ H x 1.2’’ D (22.7 x 36 x 3 cm)

TABLET:
8.5’’ W x 9.8’’ H x 0.8’’ D (21.5 x 25 x 2 cm)

WEIGHT:
2.8 lbs. (1.3 kg)

VOLUME:
18 Liters
PHOTOCROSS™ 10 SLING BAG
SKU: 510421, 510421

The PhotoCross is built to withstand the elements, yet comfortable enough to wear on long days in the field.

KEY FEATURES
• Weatherproof zippers and materials
• Durable materials provide abrasion resistance
• Tripod or jacket carry with included straps

WHAT FITS
• Fits an ungripped DSLR with 1–2 lenses and 10” tablet
• OR Mirrorless body with 3–5 lenses and 10” tablet

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
7.1” W x 12.5” H x 4.8” D (18 x 31.8 x 12.2 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11” W x 15.9” H x 6.3” D (28 x 40.5 x 16 cm)

TABLET COMPARTMENT:
8.2” x 11” x 0.6” (20.8 x 27.9 x 1.5 cm)

MAXIMUM WEIGHT (with all accessories):
2.1 lbs. (1.0 kg)

SHOULDER STRAP LENGTH (includes length of product):
42.5–62.2” (108–158 cm)

WAIST BELT LENGTH (includes length of product):
up to 61” (155 cm)

VOLUME:
7.5 liters
PHOTOCROSS™ 13 SLING BAG
SKU: 510422, 510423

The PhotoCross is built to withstand the elements, yet comfortable enough to wear on long days in the field.

KEY FEATURES
- Weatherproof zippers and materials
- Durable materials provide abrasion resistance
- Tripod or jacket carry with included straps

WHAT FITS
Fits an ungripped DSLR, 2–4 lenses including a 70–200mm f/2.8 and some 13” laptops

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.4” W x 14.2” H x 5.5” D (24 x 36 x 14 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.6” W x 17.7” H x 7.1” D (32 x 45 x 18 cm)

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT:
9.1” x 13” x 1” (23 x 33 x 2.5 cm)

MAXIMUM WEIGHT (with all accessories):
2.4 lbs (1.1 kg)

SHOULDER STRAP LENGTH:
42.5–62.2” (108–158 cm) (includes length of product)

WAIST BELT LENGTH:
up to 63.8” (162 cm) (includes length of product)

VOLUME:
11 liters

EXPOSURE 13 SHOULDER BAG
SKU: 510100, 510101

The Exposure will protect your camera gear from the elements and withstand the rigors of adventure photography

KEY FEATURES
- Extreme abrasion, tear and weather resistant Sailcloth with X-Pac™ technology
- Waterproof, heavy-duty, tarpaulin base
- Cross-body stabilizer strap attaches to shoulder strap for active adventures

WHAT FITS
- Fits one ungripped body with a 24–70mm f/2.8 attached
- 2–3 extra lenses
- 10” tablet and a 13” laptop
- Accommodates 70–200mm detached

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.8” W x 9.6” H x 4.9” D (35 x 23 x 12.5 cm)

LAPTOP POCKET:
13.5” W x 9.6” H x 1” D (34 x 24.5 x 2.5 cm)

TABLET POCKET:
11.8” W x 4.7” H x 0.8” D (30 x 12 x 2 cm)

PHONE POCKET:
4.7” W x 6.7” H (12 x 17 cm)

WEIGHT:
2.6 lbs (1.2 kg) - With all accessories included

EXPOSURE 15 SHOULDER BAG
SKU: 510102, 510103

The Exposure will protect your camera gear from the elements and withstand the rigors of adventure photography

KEY FEATURES
- Extreme abrasion, tear and weather resistant Sailcloth with X-Pac™ technology
- Waterproof, heavy-duty, tarpaulin base
- Cross-body stabilizer strap attaches to shoulder strap for active adventures

WHAT FITS
- Fits one ungripped body with a 70–200mm f/2.8 attached
- 2–5 extra lenses
- Flash
- 10” tablet and a 15” laptop

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
17.3” W x 12.2” H x 7.1” D (44 x 31 x 18 cm)

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
15.7” W x 10.4” H x 5.1” D (40 x 26.5 x 13 cm)

LAPTOP POCKET:
15.4” W x 11” H x 1.2” D (39 x 28 x 3 cm)

TABLET POCKET:
13.4” W x 9.4” H x 0.8” D (34 x 24 x 2 cm)

PHONE POCKET:
5.5” W x 6.7” H (14 x 17 cm)

WEIGHT:
3.0 lbs (1.4 kg) - With all accessories included
The OutBound Series holsters are designed to protect a single camera kit from the elements, making it ideal for outdoor adventures.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Personalize five key carrying positions with the included Multi-Mount adjustable strap system: Shoulder, Pack (Front Harness), Chest, Storage, Belt
- Elements Barrier under zipper and seam sealed rain cover block unnecessary elements, such as stormy weather, wind, snow, and dust, from reaching equipment
- Tarpaulin paneling for additional weather and abrasion resistance

**WHAT FITS**

Holds 1 large (un-gripped) Mirrorless body and 1 standard zoom lens or prime

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**

8.5" H x 7.25" W x 6.25" D (21.5 x 18.5 x 16 cm)

**CAMERA COMPARTMENT:**

6.75" H x 6" W x 3.75" D (17 x 15 x 9.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**

10 oz (0.2 kg)

(Weight with all straps and rain cover: 1.1 lbs (0.5 kg))

---

The OutBound Series holsters are designed to protect a single camera kit from the elements, making it ideal for outdoor adventures.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Personalize five key carrying positions with the included Multi-Mount adjustable strap system: Shoulder, Pack (Front Harness), Chest, Storage, Belt
- Elements Barrier under zipper and seam sealed rain cover block unnecessary elements, such as stormy weather, wind, snow, and dust, from reaching equipment
- Tarpaulin paneling for additional weather and abrasion resistance

**WHAT FITS**

- Holds 1 standard DSLR (5DM3 or D810) and 1 standard zoom lens or 2 primes
- Holds 1 large (un-gripped) Mirrorless body and 1 standard zoom lens or 2 primes

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**

10.5" H x 8.25" W x 6.5" D (26.5 x 21 x 16.5 cm)

**CAMERA COMPARTMENT:**

8.5" H x 7.25" W x 4.5" D (21.5 x 18.5 x 11.5 cm)

**WEIGHT:**

11.6 oz (0.3 kg)

(Weight with all straps and rain cover: 1.2 lbs (0.5 kg))
OUTBOUND HOLSTER 30
SKU: 510720

The OutBound Series holsters are designed to protect a single camera kit from the elements, making it ideal for outdoor adventures.

KEY FEATURES
- Personalize five key carrying positions with the included Multi-Mount adjustable strap system: Shoulder, Pack (Front Harness), Chest, Storage, Belt
- Elements Barrier under zipper and seam sealed rain cover block unnecessary elements, such as stormy weather, wind, snow, and dust, from reaching equipment
- Tarpaulin paneling for additional weather and abrasion resistance

WHAT FITS
- Holds 1 gripped DSLR (Nikon D3/D4 series or Canon 1D/1Ds/1DX series) and 1 standard zoom lens
- Holds 1 standard DSLR with L-bracket (Nikon D800/D700) and 1 standard zoom lens
- Front pocket holds SB-910 (Nikon Speedlight), 600 RT (Canon Speedlite)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
13.25” H x 8.5” W x 6.5” D (34 x 21.5 x 16.5 cm)
CAMERA COMPARTMENT:
11.25” H x 7.25” W x 4.5” D (28.5 x 18.5 x 11.5 cm)
WEIGHT:
12.9 oz (0.3 kg)
(Weight with all straps and rain cover: 1.3 lbs (0.6 kg)
The Filter Hive organizes both round and 4” x 6” filters and accessories into a unified kit.

**WHAT FITS:**
- Six flat graduated neutral density filters up to 4x6” (100x150 mm)
- Six round filters up to 82 mm diameter, including the thick 1.5 cm variable neutral density filters.

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
6.1” W x 5.3” H x 3.9” D (20.5 x 13.5 x 10 cm)

**REMOVABLE FILTER INSERT:**
7.3” W x 4.3” H x 3.1” D (18.5 x 11 x 8 cm)

**RECTANGULAR FILTER SLOTS:**
6.7” W x 4.3” H (170 x 110 mm)

**ROUND FILTER SLOTS:**
3.4” W x 3.6” H (86 x 91 mm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.6 lbs. (0.3 kg)

The Filter Hive Mini offers protection and ease in a compact case for up to four 4” x 6” filters.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- Color-coded organization to quickly help locate filters
- Exterior Fabric has durable water-repellant coating plus polyurethane coating on the underside of fabric.
- Plush lined interior to keep your glass safe

**WHAT FITS:**
4 square/rectangular filters (up to 4 x 6 inches or 100 x 150 mm)

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
7.3” W x 4.5” H x 1.6” D (18.5 x 11.5 x 4 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
3.3 oz (94 g)

The Filter Nest is two bags in one and can carry up to 8 round filters.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- The padded, zippered pouch provides optimum protection in the field
- The “removable insert” is ideal for compact packing
- Color-coding improves organization, fits 8 round filters including 2 variable NDs, and eliminates plastic cases in the bag

**WHAT FITS:**
Fits 8 round filters (up to 82 mm) including 2 variable NDs in orange divider, step up/down rings, cleaning cloth, lens caps, lens pen and more.

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
6.1” W x 4.3” H x 3.0” D (20.5 x 11 x 7.5 cm)

**REMOVABLE FILTER INSERT:**
7.3” W x 3.7” H x 1.8” D (18.5 x 9.5 x 4.5 cm)

**ROUND FILTER SLOTS:**
3.4” W x 3.5” H (8.6 x 9.0 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
0.4 lbs. (0.2 kg)

Providing rapid access for filter changes, the Filter Nest Mini offers protection and ease in a compact case for up to four round filters.

**KEY FEATURES:**
- Color coded organization to quickly help locate filters
- Exterior Fabric has durable water-repellant coating plus polyurethane coating on the underside of fabric.
- Plush lined interior to keep your glass safe

**WHAT FITS:**
4 round filters (up to 82 mm) including a variable ND

**EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:**
3.9” W x 3.5” H x 1.6” D (10 x 9 x 4 cm)

**WEIGHT:**
2.6 oz (71 g)
ROTATION180° HORIZON RAIN COVER
SKU: 540822

The custom-design rain cover fits over the rotation180° Horizon backpack, with a slot to go over tripod legs without removal. You can also rotate the Horizon’s beltpack with its own rain cover in place for extra protection. Both seam-sealed rain covers roll up and stow into a single pouch so you’re always prepared.

KEY FEATURES:
• Includes separate rain covers for the backpack and beltpack
• Tripod can be mounted with rain cover in place
• Beltpack will rotate with both rain covers on
• Both covers fold into a single storage pouch

WEIGHT:
3.6 oz (102 g)

ROTATION180° PANORAMA RAIN COVER
SKU: 540823

The custom-design rain cover fits over the rotation180° Panorama backpack, with a slot to go over tripod legs without removal. You can also rotate the Panorama’s beltpack with its own rain cover in place for extra protection. Both seam-sealed rain covers roll up and stow into a single pouch so you’re always prepared.

KEY FEATURES:
• Includes separate rain covers for the backpack and beltpack
• Tripod can be mounted with rain cover in place
• Beltpack will rotate with both rain covers on
• Both covers fold into a single storage pouch

WEIGHT:
3.6 oz (102 g)

ROTATION180° PANORAMA/ HORIZON PHOTO INSERT
SKU: 540820

You can more than double the camera gear carrying capacity of the rotation180° Panorama and other backpacks with this modular Photo Insert.

KEY FEATURES:
Compatible with the following backpacks:
• rotation180° Panorama 22L
• rotation180° Horizon 34L

WHAT FITS:
• Fits 2-4 lenses including the 70-200mm f/2.8 + a strobe
• Fits a standard body attached to 24-70mm f/2.8 + 1-3 additional lenses
• Fits a pro body detached from a lens + 1-3 additional lenses

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9” W x 9.4” H x 5.5” L (22.9 x 24 x 14 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
9.5” W x 9.8” H x 6.0” L (24.1 x 25 x 15.2 cm)

WEIGHT:
0.6 lbs. (0.3 kg)

TRIPOD SUSPENSION KIT
SKU: 540900

The Tripod Suspension Kit allows hands-free mobility and instant accessibility to your tripod.

KEY FEATURE:
• High strength custom spring gate aluminum attachment clips
• Adjustment straps let you photograph while “tethered” to the tripod
• Tripod Collar strap can be fixed on most tripods

WHAT FITS:
Hold the weight of a large tripod, and if desired, a pro body and lens up to 70-200mm or more. Compatible with the following MindShift Backpaacks:
• r180 Professional 38L
• r180 Horizon
• r180 Panorama
• Backlight Series Backpacks
• Firstlight Series Backpacks

CAPACITY:
The tripod strap can fit onto and support a wide variety of tripods and monopods. Attached weight should not exceed 20 lbs.

DIMENSIONS:
24” (61 cm) strap adjustment length
30” (76 cm) overall length

WEIGHT:
0.9 lbs. (0.4 kg)

STASH MASTER 13L
SKU: 540821

The Stash Master 13L is a travel cube that enables you to expand the photo gear capacity of any large backpack/roller/duffel, or increase personal gear space in the MindShift® Backlight Elite 45L for multi-day excursions.

KEY FEATURES:
• Padded insert allows you to use your own bag or increase personal gear space in the MindShift® Backlight Elite 45L
• Water resistant fabric and DWR coating keeps your gear protected
• Sized to fit pro gear including

WHAT FITS:
6 CF and 3 SD cards

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
11.8” W x 11.8” H x 7.1” D (30 x 30 x 18 cm)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
12.2” W x 12.2” H x 7.5” D (31 x 31 x 19 cm)

TOTAL VOLUME:
13L

WEIGHT:
0.9 lbs. (0.4 kg)